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FOREWORD

The lectures contained in this report were given by National Bureau of 
Standards personnel to Army and Navy personnel during a training program on 
the theory and application of VT fuzes for rockets and bombs (January.16 to 

19h5). The text as presented is a revision of transcriptions obtained 
from recordings of the original-lectures. The recordings of the questions 
asked during each lecture were very poor} however, attempts have been made to 
answer the questions in the revised text.
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Brig. Gen. R. 0. Coupland, Chief Air Ordnance Officer, AAF 
Lyman J. Briggs, Director, National Bureau of Standards 
Alexander'Ellettj Chief,-Division U, NDRC
Col. С. H. II. Roberts, Research and Development Service, OD

The program was conducted by the following officers of the Ordnance Over
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Second Lt.C. E. White
Second Lt. D. S. Hutton , ■ •
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Sgt. E. F, McClure 
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I. LECTURE NO. 1

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF THE VT FUZES

by R. .0, Huntoon
January 19, I9h5

1. Introductory remarks

This lecture will be concerned with the basic operating principles of 
VT fuzes and will include a general discussion of how the engineering prin
ciples .are translated into a working device to solve a definite tactical 
problem.

The way we plan to handle the course is to have first, a general dis

cussion of operating principles with a quick sui'vey to show you how VT fuzes 
•work and ’;,Lat they will do, and after that other lectures in somewhat more 
detail, giving other pertinent information. In conjunction with these lec
tures there will be a series of classes. You have been divided into three 
separate groups. In the mornings, there will be lectures attended by all, 
and in the afternoons the smaller groups will vi§it special rooms prepared 
for demonstrations of actual operating equipment, or for specific small-group 
discussions of problems of primary interest to you.

You may have gathered the impression from introductory remarks to the 

course made yesterday, and from the size of the group that has been called 
together, as well as from the stress that has been put upon the whole pro
gram, that a VT fuze is a complicated device requiring that you spend a good 
deal of tirio here in order to understand it. I am sure you are going to..be 
surprised when you find out how simple the working principles really are. 
You will find only a simple radio circuit (radar if you care to call it that) 
which operates on a simple but quite different principle. That principle., 
and the engineering required to make it useful as a working fuze, is to be 
the basis for the discussion in this first lecture. _

You.may rightly ask the question: if the device is so simple, why has 
it been so long in development? I can answer by saying that it is equally 
simple to state that the way to stop a dog fight is to separate the dogs. 
However, when you come to the actual separation, the difficulties arise. 
The situation is similar here. The engineering, difficulties are problems
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that hive arisen in the laboratory and in the factory and would be of little 
interest hero, We have mot most of them. , The device is now a working device 
and we -wish to show'you how it works and what you can do. with it.

Before going into the details, a first quick description of a VT fuze 
will be helpful, so that you may see where the discussion is heading and be 
ready to watch for answers to certain special problems and certain intorestr
ing properties during the course of the discussion. In connection with vari
ous field experiments that have been run during the course of the'fuze 
velopmbnt, we have worked with quite a number of field engineers. I have 
been surprised to learn that a large majority of these engineers initially 
have the idea that a VT fuze is some nythical gadget that you can screw into 
th- fuze well of a bomb, rocket, or shell, and thereby endow that projectile 
with a sort of soap-bubble surrounding it. It is their idea that any obstacle 
crossing the boundary of the bubble initiates the detonation. This concep
tion has led to tests that have given very misleading answers — in some 
cases discouraging ones — regarding'ths operating efficiency and effective
ness of VT fuzes. _ '

At the outset, let us got it clearly in-mind that a VT fuze is a device 
quite different from this conception. It is a device which initiates an 
explosion when the projectile ’approaches a target. It is just as important, 
that the projectile bo moving toward the target as that the target bo there. 
A VI fuze at rest -in a field beside a target would not respond to its pres
ence in the sense of causing a detonation. The motion toward the target is 

necessary for proper operation. Of course that is no restriction since pro-' 
jectiles that do not move towardthe target arc of little value anyway. 
This requirement that the fuze must move toward its target is in reality a 

considerable advantage since it allows projectiles fuzed with VT fuzes..to 
get reasonably close to one another without causing mutual interaction.-

When you make a device that is intended to notice and respond to objects 
in its surroundings, it by definition is going to notice objects in its sur
roundings. when considerable numbers of projectiles are involved, as in a 
salvo of rockets or a train of bombs, the projectiles are in the vicinity of 
one another. Fortunately, in general, they are moving toward the same target 
and with approximately equal velocity. This moans that the motion of separa
tion between projectiles is usually quite small and thus one does not form 
an effective target for another.
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However, if for some reason, one of the projectiles explodes in the 

vicinity of another, that explosion suddenly removes a projectile that was_ 
originally there. At the same time, it sets up a huge flaming mass of gas, 
an acoustic shock wave, and a series of flying fragments. Any one or a 
combination of these effects may serve to detonate a neighboring projectile 
carrying a VT fuze. The effectiveness of the explosion as a target for a 
neighboring. VT fuze thus sets certain limits on the safe spacing between the 

projectiles.. The spacing is small for small projectiles and gets progres
sively larger for the larger ones. You will be told in some detail the 
limiting spa.ces that can be used with various sizes of projectiles.'

Again I wish to emphasize that you should watch carefully during the 
explanation of fuze action to see how it comes about that motion toward the 
target, as well as the presence of the target, is essential for' fuze opera
tion,' "

2» The problem •

Suppose now we get dorm to the basic problem and state in detail what 
we set out to achieve in the design of ths device, We wanted to do two 
things.: ’

1. Y/e vranted to burst a projectile in tho air as it approached 
. the ground at a height of approximately 50 ft.

2. Tic wanted to cause a projectile to burst upon passing an aii—' 
borne target so that near misses could become effective shots.

Suppose you were considering the problem of causing a bomb to burst at 
an altitude of approximately 50 ft; I think you can immediately sense the 
tremendous difficulty of attempting to use a-time fuze for such a device. 
You would have to know the altitude of the airplane within approximately 10 
ft and you would have to have a sufficiently accurate time fuze so that the 

bomb would burst rd thin 10 ft of whei'e you intended it to be. If you suc
ceeded in achieving this, and if variations in time of fall of bombs were 
sufficiently small, you might get bursts at heights between 30 and 7’0 ft. 
The idea has been tried, but the difficulties, as would be expected, seri
ously limit its utility. ' '

As you learned in the introductory ramarks of the course, a consider
able number of methods for doing tho job have boon investigated and the one . . 
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that appears to be the most satisfactory is ths radar principle upon which 

present-day VT fuzes operate.
In case you wish to caubc projectiles to burst in the vicinity of an 

airborne target, time fuzes' can be used to .more advantage than in the case 
of bombs against the ground. Nevertheless, accurate range measurements are .. 
necessary, and close control in adjustment of the time of burst are required. 
It turns out that the use of the VT-fuze principle is much more effective 
since the problem is reduced to one of getting the projectile to pass cl-ose 
to the target without requiring an exact knowledge- of the time at which- the 
projectile is in position to do the damage.

The name VT applied to these fuzes LU С1ПЗ variable time, and it is in
tended to call attention to the property of the fuzes that makes 'them auto

matically select the proper time■ -Of burst so that they arc in a position to 
do more effective damage to the intended target, As you will seo in the 
course of the discussion, the properties of the fuze needed to give the de
sired variable-time action are somewhat different for ground approach, and......  

for function upon approach to an airborne target. In this and following 
lectures, you will see why the difference arises and how the fuze design is , 
altered for each application.

3. Required characteristics ■

You now have in mind the problem. Lot us list.briefly the characteris
tics the device vast meet.

The device has- to;bo small-. Some of the engineers feel that those who 
use the fuzes would like to have us design one which could be painted on the 
side of the projectile. As a matter of-fact, it was decided that a device 
which did not.project more than 3 in. in front of the nose of a bomb would 
be acceptable. The restrictions on rocket fuzes are not so great but once. 
the components have been engineered into the small space available, -there 
was no reason to make it larger for the rockets than for the bombs. In . 
order to avoid changes in bomb design, loading equipment, and so forth, it 
-was necessary to build a fuze so that it would fit a standard fuze well and 
not use more than the allotted 5 in, in front of the projectile.

The device has to bo rugged. That means it must stand normal shipping 
and handling,-lathis connection there is one point which you men as
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instructors should got across to ths men in the field. They will learn 
shortly that the fuze is an electronic device containing vacuum tubes and 
they will be inclined to handle it very .gingerly using , extreme caution. 
While reasonable handling is of course desirable, the device is rugged and 
can, and should be, screwed into the fuze wall with a large wrench as you 
saw in the moving pictures previous to this lecture. It has a rotating vane 
in the front which must not be bumped or bent, but otherwise if you. do not 
externally damage the fuze, the shocks and bumps which you normally give it. 
v/ith reasonable handling will not damage its internal mechanism. Of course, 
it' cannot be tossed around and dropped on the ground with impunity,

■ The fuze must be safe. During the.course of the development, extreme 
emphasis has been placed on safety, and, as you will learn, unless the fuze 

is moving through the air, it does not have the energy developed to initiate 
the explosion (this docs not hold for the Tf> battery-pov/ered rocket fuze 
which has other and different safety mechanisms to. isolate the battery from 
the fuze mechanism until the projectile is well on its way). In that sense 
it is quite different from the usual contact fuze. Allow mo to repeat, it

■ is. absolutely essential for the operation of a generator-powered VT fuze 
that. it be moving rapidly through the air with sufficient speed to run the 
wind-driven propeller. In addition to this, it must move a given distance 
through' the air before the electric circuits are completed and the interrup

tion in the.firing train is removed. The exact details of the safety .. 
mechanism will be demonstrated and explained during the training course.

• .: The fuze must fit common projectiles. If possible, it would be desir
able to design one fuze that could work on any of a group of projectiles 
having a common fuze, well. The. present design.has the same threads and fits 
the same fuze well as the М-ЮЗ fuze. However, this does not mean that any 
VT.fuzo will work on any vehicle which normally uses an М-ЮЗ fuze.

. . ■ There are tup kinds of fuzes: bar and ring type. The ring-typo fuze . 
• is shown in Fig. 1 and the bar-type is shown in Fig. 2. The ring-type fuze, 

• ‘as you will see from Fig. 1, is characterized by a ring surrounding the
rotating vane. The bar-type fuze is characterized by two rods stuck out at 
the sides of the rotating vane. 'These nemos have boon chosen because they 
do not give away the difference in the operating principle. You will find 
in the tactical, bulletin with which you have been supplied that' the fuzes 
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have been designated by ring and bar type, and that no mention is made in* 

the tactical manual of the fact that these are radar fuzes and that they 
work upon a radio-reflection principle. . The ring-type fuze uses the projec

tile itself as a transmitting and receiving antenna. The bars of the bar
type fuze constitute the transmitting and receiving antenna, and were not 
put there to serve as handles for screwing the fuze into the bomb. Is a 
matter of fact, they will probably break off if you attempt to use them in 
that manner. The bars are part of the fuze and carry the radio currents 
that make git function. You may wonder what this discussion has to do with 
the requirement that the fuze fit common projectiles. There is a very 

definite connection. The projectile itself becomes'part of the VT fuze and 
as a result must be considered in connection with fuze operation. In the 
ring-type fuze, the relation between fuze and projectile is more intimate .. 
than in the barytype. But in either case the projectile, must be considered. 
This is a basic difference between VT fuzes and ordinary mechanical fuzes. 
For that reason there will joe certain precautions in the manner of assembly 
which you must -watch. These precautions are so simple they may easily be 
forgotten. Forgetting them will be. costly but not dangerous, as you will 
seo in the course of the discussion. .. ’ , .

• -The fuze must be ballistically correct. In other words, its use on a 

projectile must not change the trajectory, by an amount sufficient to require 
new bombing or firing tables. The ballistic effect of the fuzes as now 
designed has been shown by tests at the’ ordnance proving ground at Aberdeen 
to be less than the variations between projectiles without the fuzes. There 
is an effect but it is not large enough to concern us further.

The fuze musjt be reliable. We have, made it as reliable as we know how 
and continually make improvements to increase its reliability. It does not 
have, as yet the reliability of a mechanical fuze. At the present time, you 
can expect 80% to 90% proper functions when the fuze is correctly used. 
That may sound like a considerable loss when you figure, that by using the., 

fuze you may lose the effectiveness of some 10% to 19% of the projectiles. 
However, the fuze was developed for certain specific purposes and when used 
for those purposes it increases the effectiveness of the ..projectile from 3 
to 20 times. Under these conditions, the loss of 10% to l3% is more than 
counterbalanced by the increased effectiveness of the projectiles that
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Vane

Fig. 1. Ring-type VT bomb fuze.
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x’lg. 2» Bar-type VT bonb fuze»
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function properly. True, we do not like the loss any better than you do. 
During the development and manufacture every effort is being made to cut that 
loss. As the_factories learn to make the device and learn how to avoid cer

tain mistakes, the performance score increases. While we say, to be con
servative, that you can expect 80^ functioning, the proving-ground scores 
show that the trend is continually toward..improvement and at the present 
time the scores hover between 80^ and 90^,

The fuze must work under normal operating conditions. That means it 
must work'in daylight and in dark and should work under most conditions where 
an airplane can be used. It will work under most conditions but there are 
some definite limitations. During the course of the discussion, these ud.ll 
be pointed out to you. We want to be sure that you get a clear picture of 
what the limitations are. You will notice from the schedule of lectures that 
lecture No, h is to be devoted to this discussion, so it need not be dis
cussed further here, .

Thо fuze must be simple to install. You have seen moving pictures of 
the installation procedure and not much more needs to be said about it. You 
screw it tightly in the bomb, tighten the. fins, install the arming wire and 
the job is done• .

^he fuze must give proper burst characteristics. The requirements have 
already been outlined. The way it meets the requirements will-be explained 
in a later lecture devoted to this subject.

- Mass production of the fuze must be possible. It is being mass produced 
now, so that requirement has obviously been met.

■ To sum up the required characteristics, we are to design and build a 
fuze .of the .size you can hold in your hand, that is rugged, safe, fits common 
projectiles, doos not alter the ballistics, works under usual operating con

ditions of aircraft, is simple to install, bursts in the right place, aid is 
suitable for mass production. I think you can now begin to sec that although 
the working principle may be quite simple, engineering difficulties are to be 

expected.

Ц. Working scheme

Let us turn our attention now to the actual electronic system used to 
do the job. '



(a) Operating principle^ — You have been told that the device works on 
the'radar principle. In fact, it is a small Ц-tube radar set. However, it 
does not work on the usual radar principle. There are three basic radar prin- .
ciples:

1 . The first method is to send out a pulse and measure the time until s
the echo returns. If the burst is to occur at £0 ft from the target, the echo
time would be approximately 0.1 ^.sec. That is a very short time interval to 
measure with a device that can be built in the space available for a fuze. *

2. .The second method is the absolute altimeter method in which a wave is
radiated whose frequency changes rapidly during the time the radiation goes to 
the target and returns. Hie transmitting frequency is changed and the differ
ence in frequency between the transmitted and reflected signal is measured. 
That principle has been carefully considered and dismissed in favor of the 
third method now used.

3. The third method will new be described in more detail. Since the de
vice is essentially a radio receiving and sending system, it must "have a 
transmitting antenna, a receiving antenna, a transmitter, a receiver,' and a 
power supply to actuate it. It must also have an electronic control device „

■ • ■ ■ 4

which examines the output of the receiver and responds to the proper signals 
in a manner that causes the detonation to Occur in the proper place. In addi
tion, there must be a system of safety devices so arranged that the fuze is ■*
armed when you are ready to have it armed and not until then. All of this 
must be built within the space limits of 5 in. mentioned previously. This 
rules out, for reasons’that will not be discussed here, the use of complicated 
directive-antenna arrays. In these fuzes, the receiving antenna and the 
transmitting antenna are one and the same.

In the ring type, the body of the projectile serves as the antenna. In 
the bar type, the two bars are used. Aside.from the antenna, all the elements 
are inside the fuze. Our problem now is. to see how the radiation gets to the 
target, how it is reflected back, and how the reflected radiation causes the 
fuze to function. As already mentioned, the principle of operation is very 
simple, and to explain it, we will first make use of an analogy. *

Imagine that you are riding in an automobile with the throttle set to 
give a certain fixed speed on a level roadway. If the car canes to a hill, 
the engine speed will be reduced on an upgrade and increased on a downgrade. 
This is due, of course, to the fact that going uphill places an additional 
load on the power system and going downhill removes some of it. I think you 
can well imagine that it would be quite possible to tell by watching the
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speedometer whether the car was going uphill or down, and even to count the 
number of hills and valleys encountered during the course of the ride. In 
fact, it should be quite possible to arrange a mechanical device that could 
count and record the hills and valleys. Suppose further that you knew the 
enemy had an ammunition dump located at the end of a roadway with five or 
six hills and valleys between you and it. It is conceivable that you might 

take an automobile loaded full of explosives and set it moving down the road
way with such a hill-and-valley counter installed in it. VJhen the car had 
gone through the requisite number of changes in speed,-indicating that it 
had traversed the required number of hills and valleys, the mechanism could 
be used to detonate the charge and thereby destroy the ammunition’ dump. Of 
course, there are probably much easier ways of solving this tactical problem, 
but this is intended to demonstrate a principle rather than to set forth a 
new means for destroying enemy ammunition dumps.

The VT fuze can now be tied into this analogy, While the projectile is 
moving freely through space, well away from any obstacles, the transmitter 
sends out ‘a--continuous, .undisturbed field of radiation, and if welmeasure 
with a voltmeter thh"”,output- voltage of tlae 4ransmitter._Xt,.will be quite 

steady. ' ilhon the fuze .approaches 'an .obstacle, .(the target) > Sbme- of the out
going radiation is reflected by the object back to the.-fuze» Electrically 
this reflected radiation has the 'same'"’effeQt. on the transmitter*as the hills 
and the valleys had on the automobile in our analogy. As the ‘fuze moves 
closer to the target, the reflected "badiation interferes with the operation 
of the transmitter, making it sometimes harder and sometimes easier for it 
to send the outward radiation on its way. In short, the reflected radiation 
changes the load on the oscillator or transmitter just as the hill changes 

the load on the automobile engine.
Wb will find, if vie examine things carefully, that the ’’electrical 

hills," arising as a result of the reflected radiation, change from uphill 
to downhill (from heavy load to light load) each time the distance from the 
fuze to the target is shortened by an amount equal to the wavelength of 
the radio wave, There is an additional feature, not found in the previous 
simple analogy, that vie might very well have incorporated — that is, as tho 
fuze gets closer to the target, the heights and the depths of the electrical 
hills and valleys increase as the reflection from the approaching target 
gets larger and larger, " _______ __
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The voltmeter used to measure the transmitter output would thus exhibit., 
a cyclic series of increases and decreases-as the fuze approaches the target* 
These changes././ill become more pronounced as the distance from;fuze to tar
get decreases. To build an operating fuze it then becomes.necessary to de
vise an electronic circuit that v/ill respond to cyclic changes in • transmitter 
output voltage. When they occur with appropriate rapidity and with sufficient 
magnitude, the control circuit should then initiate the explosion. While 
such a scheme seems very impracticable in the analogy of the automobile, it 
turns out to be very easy electrically and is used in the present designs of 
VT fuzes. ■

(b) Block diagram of a working system. — In Fig. 3 a block diagram of 
a typical fuze system is shown. ‘By reference to the diagram, it will bo 
easy to sec quite quickly how a working fuze is arranged and.the manner of 
its operation. .

(a)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of a typical fuze.

Part (a) in Fig. 3 represents ..the radiating and receiving antenna 
system. As you have already heard, this may consist of one of two basic 
types. In either case, the. same antenna is used twice: once for transmis
sion of the outgoing radiation, once for reception of the reflected radiar
tion. In ring-typo fuzes (Fig. 1) the whole body of the projectile forms _ 
the antenna and it is excited electrically by means of the ring on the fuze, ■ 
which forms a small part of the total antenna. In the Bar-type fuze tho two 
bars constitute the antenna and the body of the projectile plays only an in-



cidental part in that it itself is a reflector close to the antenna and in 
the region of strong fields. Thus tho body of the projectile cannot be 
ignored and,because of its size, it determines to an extent the radiating 
properties of the small .antenna formed by the bars, .

Part (b) in the block diagram represents the load-sensitive transmitter 

we have already discussed in the analogy given in the previous subsection. 
As we have seen, the reflected radiation from the target changes the output 
voltage of this transmitter by interfering„with the outgoing radiation and 
thus effectively changing the load upon it, • ...

Coupled to the output of Part (b) is tho control circuit, Part (c), 
-which is essentially a shaped amplifier. It serves to amplify those varia

tions in output voltage of Part (b) vhich are characteristic of interaction 
■with a target and to suppress other noncharacteristic variations arising ' 
from noise or vibration. Thus the control circuit passes a firing inpulse 
to Part (d) when the variations of transmitter output go through proper 
cyclic variations, ■ u . . .

It is necessary to supply-electrical energy to operate the electronic 
device. Part (o) represents this electrical power. supply. In generator
type fuzes (Т5>О, Т51, ТЗО, Тб2, ТЗЯ, T90, and T91) the power is obtained., 
from a wind-driven generator, associated rectifier, and filtering system.

In addition to the foregoing parts, which constitute the active elec-, 
tronic part of the fuze, there is a series of safety mechanisms so arranged 
that the fuze does not become a functioning device until it is well away 
from tho firing point or release point, as the case may be. This safety 
mechanism is represented by Part'(f) in Fig. 3, .

Hie various items indicated in this block diagram will be explained in 
more detail here and in subsequent lectures.

5. Response to a reflector

(a) Doppler frequency, — In tho course of your experience to come

with VT fuzes, you can expect to encounter individuals already familiar with 
some of.their properties. Some of you may have had such an encounter
already. You will no doubt either be told that or asked whether these VT 
fuzes work upon the Doppler-frcquency principle. In the foregoing discus
sion, you have been told that the device works because of a change in load
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on the transmitter and that this load goes through cyclic variations as the _ 
fuze approaches the target. From an engineering and designing point of view, 

this is the easiest.pvay to undertake the operation and to make the necessary 
design calculations.

However, there is a fully equivalent way of thinking about the operation 
■which leads to interpretation in terms of a Doppler frequency. The explana
tion is based on an electrical equivalent of the usual phenomena encountered 
when a moving source of sound — for instance, a train whistle -- passes an 
observer, When the source of sound is approaching the observer, the fre
quency reaching his ear is slightly higher than that of the emitter, 'when 
the source recedes from the observer, the frequency of the sound he hears is 
less than that of.the emitter. During the time the source passes by, the 
sound reaching the observer changes in pitch. '

The same situation occurs with electrical radiation. When the fuze 
approaches the target, the frequency of the radiation that hits the target 

is slightly higher than that emitted by the fuze by virtue of the motion of 
the fuze toward the.target. If you care to . go through the analysis you will 
find that the frequency.that strikes the reflector is higher than that leav

ing the fuze by an amount v/A, where v is the velocity with which the pro- , 
jectile approaches the target and A is the wavelength of trie electrical wave. 
Likewise, as the fuze approaches the target, it receives a reflected radia
tion whose frequency is higher than that at the reflector by an amount v/a 
again because of the motion of the fuze toward the target. The net effect 
of all this is that the reflected, radiation comes, back to the fuze with a 
frequency which differs from that of the fuze, transmitter by a total amount 
2 v/л. This difference in frequency is called the Doppler frequency gnd if 
wo look into the fuze circuits, we will find that the effect of mining the 
returning radiation with the outgoing radiation is to give rise to’a differ
ence frequency of this magnitude. For example, suppose that the wavelength, 
of radiation is 10 ft, corresponding roughly to a transmitter frequency of 
100 megacyclo/sec. Suppose also that the fuze approaches the target with a 
velocity of 1000 ft/sec. The apparent Doppler frequency (2 v/A) is immedi- 
atcly seen to bo 200 cycle/see. It will also be immediately evident that 
this Doppler frequency is proportional to the speed with which the fuze 
approaches the target.



As I just remarked, this way of thinking about the operation is fully 
equivalent to the variation-in-load method and should not be allowed, to give 
rise to any heated discussions regarding which way the fuze operates. A 
careful study in some detail, which we do not have time to make here, will
show that as the fuze moves toward the target, the load on the oscillator
changes in such a manner that the output voltage of the transmitter goes 
from its minimum value to its maximum value and back again to its minimum
value during the time the .fuze moves a distance of wavelength toward the

target or, in other words, it goes through two complete cyclic changes when 

the distance is shortened by a wavelength. This also leads to the value 
2v/A for the output frequency set up when the fuze approaches its target 

with a velocity v.
(b) Meaning of sensitivity. — It will be necessary in further discus- 

.sions of VT fuzes to use the term sensitivity. To avoid confusion and mis

understanding, this term needs quantitative definition.
Qualitatively, the sensitivity of the fuze means essentially what you 

would think it would mean. It is a measure of the responsiveness of the 
fuze to moving reflectors in its vicinity. For example, a high-sensitivity 
fuze will burst at a higher height above the ground than a low-sensitivity _ 

fuze, other things being equal. Also a high-sensitivity fuze can, in general, 
burst at a greater distance from an airborne target than a low—sensitivity 

fuze. . . '
. Quantitatively, the definition of sensitivity is related to the load 
changes produced by the encounter with the reflecting target and other ampli
fier properties of the control circuit following the radio-frequency part of 
the system (see Fig. 3). By sensitivity, we mean the change in radiation 
load on thq oscillator required to actuate the firing mechanism. As will be 
seen later, the sensitivity of a fuze is different in different directions, 
since the antenna radiates more energy in certain preferred regions and re
ceives signals better coming from those same regions. Also, the sensitivity 
depends upon the speed of approach to the target since the control circuit 
is arranged to have better response to certain cyclic variations character
istic of typical tactical situations than to other cyclic variations that may 

correspond to unwanted signals.



.In the arguments in .succeeding sections and in following lectures, it 
will be of assistance if you will bear in mind the qualitative and quantita- 

,. tive conceptions of sensitivity, ..
(c) .Characteristics of operating,signal, — When the fuze approaches a 

reflector, we have., already seen that tb’e load on the oscillator varies at a 

cyclic rate to give That is called a Doppler frequency whose magnitude is 
2г/Л. Hereafter we will call this output from the load-sensitivity oscilla

tor set up by an approach to a reflector, trio operating signal. This operat
ing signal has one other most important characteristic aside from its 
frequency; namely, its magnitude, When.the fuze is a long way from the tar
get, reflected radiation returning tp.it is of very low intensity and while 
a Dopplor-froquoncy output is present, it is so small that it is masked by 
other noise in the circuit, iihen the fuze gets within a reasonable distance 

of its target, the reflected radiation is stronger and the resulting operat
ing signal increases in magnitudeThe.main characteristics of the operat
ing signal that are of interest are: (1) its frequency (Doppler.frequency), 
and (2) its amplitude. We can make control circuits whose operation would 

depend primarily on the frequency of the operating signal or wo can make 
them depend primarily on the amplitude of the operating signal, or we can 
make circuits that require certain components of both. Actually a combina
tion of both is used. The control circuit (Sec, 8) is so arranged that the 

frequency of the operating signal must lie within certain limits. If it 
falls outside this region the sensitivity is greatly reduced and falls com
pletely to zero for zero Doppler frequency, .

(d)■ Importance of approach velocity, — We are now in a position to 

see why I mentioned at the outset that it is just as important that the fuze 
be moving toward the target as it is to have a target there to set up the . 
reflection,. Advantage has been taken of the frequency characteristic of the 
operating signal to make the fuze qo that it does not respond to very low 
Doppler .frequencies. This means that it does not respond to the presence of 
other projectiles in the immediate vicinity moving with almost the same speed 
toward the sane target (trains of bombs or rapid firing of rockets).
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6. Radiating: properties of bombs and fuzes

(a) Directivity patterns. — Wo have already mentioned in Sec. 3 that 

the fuze does not radiate its energy equally in all directions. It there
fore becomes necessary to specify the sensitivity of the fuze for different 
directions of approach. This we do by means of directivity patterns. If we 
specify a direction in terms of the angle в with © = 0° off the nose of the 

bomb, we then can draw a curve viicre the ordinate is fuze sensitivity and 
the abscissa is the angle 6 [Fig. b(a)]. Such a curve is called a directivity 
pattern. It will be helpful to examine several typical directivity patterns 
(see Figs. 5, 6, and 7). Those are shown both as the curve mentioned above 

and as perspective drawings which give a. rough 3-dimensional picture of the 

distribution of sensitivity around a fuze. Those patterns are very helpful 
in understanding the performance of the fuze provided they are properly 
interpreted. The curves of -the directivity pattern represent fuze sensi
tivity in various directions but they do not represent burst surfaces. That 
is, they are not to be interpreted as outlines of the mythical soap bubble 
mentioned earlier. . The sensitivity scale shown in the figures is purely 
relative for purposes of description. The actual burst surface is determined 
by the speed of approach as well as by this directivity pattern,

(b) Basic diffcroncos .between ring-typo and bar-type fuzes. — It will 

bo observed from Figs. 4, b, and 7 that there is a basic difference- be
tween the directivity pattern of the ring-type and the bar-typo fuzes. This 
difference will be best understood by examination of the 3-dimensional di
rectivity patterns shown in the figures. In general, it will bo observed 
that the sensitivity is least off the nose and greatest near the side for 

ring-type fuzes and greatest off the nose and least off certain side posi
tions for the bar-type fuzes. ..

There is yet another basic difference between ring- and bar-type fuzes. 
It is related to the way that performance of the fuze changes when it is 
attached to projectiles of different sizes. To go back to our analo “■ of 

the automobile,, we may point out hero that the size of the antenna pl-ays 
much the same roll in gearing the transmitter to its surrounding space that .. 
the transmission in the automobile plays in gearing the motor to the roadway. 
Changing the antenna length is analogous to changing the gear reduction in 
the transmission (shifting gears) and hence changes the working load on the



transmitter. Now it happens that the transmitter sensitivity to load changes 
depends upon how heavily or how lightly it is coupled to surrounding space, 
in other words, hov; heavy or how light the free-space radiation load that is 

impressed on the transmitter. . ,
The ring-type fuze uses the body of the projectile for the antenna and 

hence has a different radiation load on each size of vehicle. This means 
that the over-all sensitivity can be expected to be different_when the fuze 
is used on different bombs or rockets. It is for this reason, as well as 
for the properties of the directivity patterns, that it has been necessary 

to use two different fuze frequencies for the ring-type fuze,. It is also 
the reason that one ring-type fuze is specified for certain projectile sizes 

and the other for the remainder. ' . .
The bar-type, fuze has its own antenna and hence has a radiation load 

that is approximately the same on all projectiles,. This is not exactly true 
because the presence of the projectile.clo.se to the bar antenna disturbs its 
performance and changes the directivity pattern somewhat as well as the 

radiation load. .
(c) Dependence, of performance on projectile size. — It can now be 

seen that with both, types of fuzes, there will be a dependence of perform
ance upon the size and shape of the projectile. With bar-type fuzes the 
change's will be less pronounced than with ring-type fuzes but must be con

sidered in either case. It is for this reason that we say that the projec
tile itself becomes a part of, the VT fuzes and that the whole combination of 
fuze and projectile must be considered as a working entity. For this reason 
it is important that the use of the VT fuze on a projectile for which its 
performance has not already been investigated be checked briefly by fuze 
engineers or at least by a field trial for operational use,

7. Interaction with targets

There are three typical applications of VT fuzes which require considera
tion since the mode of interaction with the target differs in each case. An 
understanding of this interaction will be helpful in promoting proper use in 
the field.

(a) Direct approach to a large flat surface. — Consider as a first 
cage the approach;.of a VT-fuzed bomb to a larger flat surface. By large, we

projectile.clo.se
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mean that the flat area has a diameter several times the height of burst. 

Irregularities small compared with the wavelength (such as puddles or fox
holes) will have little effect and can be ignored.

The flat ground behaves much like a mirror in reflecting the radiation 
back to the fuze and it is helpful to think of the- fuze seeing its image in 
the mirror* You all know from past-experience that the line joining object 
and image is perpendicular to the surface of the mirror. The case is the 
same here; the reflection.baick to the bomb can be considered as coming from 
a point directly below it, that is, along a line from the bomb to the ground 
such that the line is perpendicular to the ground. -

This line from the bomb perpendicular to the ground determines the di
rection that must be used if the sensitivity is to be obtained by reference 
to the directivity pattern. It is also the shortening of distance measured 
in this direction that determines the frequency of the operating signal. 
Each time the height shortens by half a wavelength the transmitter load 
change goes through one cycle of its variation* Figure 6 illustrates this 

ground approach.
Note that it is only the motion toward the surface that controls the 

Doppler frequency which is 2v/A*. This can be best explained further by 

means of a typical case.
Example: Consider a bomb dropped from pOOO ft by an airplane moving* 

300 ft/sec (*200 mi/hr). A bomb dropped from.this height will behave almost 

like a freely falling body and vie can treat it that way without any disturb
ing errors. Hhen the bomb is 100 ft high it will have a vertical velocity v 

due to the fall of amount . ■ ’

v = 81/7 s 87^900 = 560 ft/sec.

^This is"important for the case of a rocket fired from an airplane at a 
ground target. If the rocket is fired almost horizontally it has a high 
total speed but only a small velocity toward the ground. This means veiy 
low Doppler frequencies and erratic or poor fuze'performance. In the language 
of the automobile analogy with hills and valleys, it is like driving the car 
around the hills to the munition dump instead of-over them. Since the de
vice was set to function by going over the hills, it is not surprising that 
it does not function if the hills are avoided. The same is true of the 
rocket. It should be fired so that it approaches the ground at an angle as 
steep as tactically allowable but always at angles less than 75° when mens- 
ured from the vertical (see Fig. 8),
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Fig. 8. Ground, approach of ring-type fuze.

If the radio wavelength is 10 ft, the output signal frequency (Doppler) will 

be 112 cycle/sec. The striking angle © measured from the vertical will be 
the angle whose tangent is 300/560,

© = arc tan = 28°,

To estimate fuze performance under these conditions we would need to 
knour its sensitivity when the Doppler frequency is 112 cycle/sec and the di
rection to the target is 28° off the nose. During the last few hundred feet 
of fall the speed of the bomb does not change much and consequently we can 
say that the Doppler frequency and striking angle are constant during the 
time the operating signal is large enough to be of interest.
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Since the frequency of the operating signal is essentially constant it 
is necessary to rely upon the change in amplitude for initiating fuze opera
tion. ■

A careful analysis, based upon the fuze and. image scheme already 
described, shows that the.amplitude of the operating signal is inversely 
proportional to the height above the ground (except for very low heights 
where the signal is inversely proportional to the square of the height).- 
This means that the amplitude of the operating signal doubles each time the 

distance to the ground is cut. in half. It is this rapidly changing amplitude 
that is used to actuate the device. The electronic firing circuit is ad

justed so that the fuze fires the detonator when the amplitude of the operatr- 
ing signal reaches a level characteristic of the reflection of average 
ground at a height of about 3$ to 50 feet.

It is evident from what те have said previously that the height of 
burst is going to depend upon height of release, speed of release (striking 

angle), and the reflecting properties of the ground. All of this will be 
considered in detail in a later lecture. All те need to be sure to under
stand, here is . .

1 During the last few hundred feet of fall the speed and strik
ing angle are sensibly constant. Thus the Doppler frequency 

.. is constant. ■ ’

2 , The amplitude varies so that the amplitude of the operating 
.. signal grows in proportion as the height is decreased.

3 . The dependence of height of burst on release conditions can 
be reduced greatly by proper fuze design.

One more point should be strongly stressed; that is, the Doppler fre
quency is determined by the motion vertical to the ground and not by the 
horizontal motion,

(b). Passing approach to an airborne targe£. — When a VT fuze is fired 
to function upon an airplane the operating signal is quite different from .. 
that just discussed. In this case both Doppler frequency .and amplitude vary. 
Figure "9 represents roughly the type of signal received.

It is the shortening of the line r from fuze to airplane that determines 
the frequency. Each time r shortens by half a wavelength the output signal 
goes through one cycle of its output. In Fig, 9, £ represents the closest 
distance between the target and ’the trajectory of the projectile, and v the



Fig. 9. Diagram of interaction of rocket and airplane.

overtaking velocity of tho projectile (difference between piano speed and 
rocket speed). When r is much larger than.£, the shortening.of r is almost 
equal to v and the Doppler frequency is 2v/a but the amplitude is smail be

cause the target is far away and because there is not much radiation in the 
direction--of- the target (a ring-type fuze is used). When r gets to be almost 
equal to £, the distance r from fuze to target is scarcely changing .its 
length and the Doppler frequency is very low. At the same‘time the amplitude 
is large because;the fuze is-close to tho target and the.target is in thb di

rection of strong radiation. . .
The operating signal upon approach to' an airborne target is thus char

acterized by:
1. Decreasing frequency from a maximum of 2уД to zero.
2. Rising amplitude. t -

When the projectile passes beyond the target the sequence of events is re
versed but this is of little interest. ' ■ '

* In designing the fuze for this application, advantage is taken of both 
changing amplitude and frequency of the operating signal as well as.of the 
directivity pattern to arrange the burst control so that close shots (small 
p) burst close beside the aircraft and poorer shots (larger p) burst a little 
before the projectile gets beside the aircraft, thus ’’leading" it to allow 
time for the fragments to travel from burst to target.
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At the. present time the fuzes will work f or values, of £ (Fig, 9.) up to - 
about 60 ft. Please remember that when we say that the fuze will burst 60 

ft from its target that this does not mean it will burst ,60 ft away if it is , 
going to come closer. The 60 ft refers to the distance £ as drawn in Fig. 6 
and a 60-ft radius of action for a fuze should be interpreted as meaning 
that if the fy.ze comes within 60 ft of the target it will burst in. an effec
tive position*. -

(£) Passing approach to an object on. water or flat ground. — This . 

case is a combination of the previous two. It is more complicated than . 
either and does not lend itself to single interpretation.- If a VT-fuzed ■ 
projectile is fired horizontally over the ground so that it passes close to 
an object, it will function on passing the object much as if the object were 
airborne, ’.hen a bomb falls among trees or buildings both the ground
approach signal and the passing signal come into play. If the fuze passes 
close to a large structure on the way to the ground it will.burst upon pass
ing it. Othervri.se it will function upon ..approach to ground, : .

. If the target is one on the surface of the- water, such as a ship or 
barge, the projectile should be aimed at it. and fired to approach at a 
relatively steep angle. The water-approach signal will.then cause air bursts 
and it vrill not be necessary to rely upon interaction with^some part of the 
superstructure to give a burst over the target. Of. course, if the target . 

has masts, and so forth, the fuze can be expected to function on close 
approach to such structures in a manner similar to the case of the airborne 

target. . . - • .
If it is desired to fire fuzes at such a target fromlevel flight they 

must be fired from very level flight (+ 2° or 3° from the horizon) and the 

trajectory must pass within a relatively short distance of the target, say 
25 to 50 ft,if the fuze is to function upon it as a target. The most re
liable attack is to aim at, or slightly past, the target.with tactics such 
that the striking angle is Ц5° or less from.the vertical.

The best available estimate now is that a built-up area will on the 
average raise the height of burst bj^ an amount equal to half the average 
height of the structures. .

In later lectures and conferences these problems will be discussed in 
more detail.

Othervri.se
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8. Ию control and firing circuit

The control and firing circuits are indicated schematically in the 
block diagram (Fig, 3). These will be described in some detail in later 
lectures, lion vie will discuss briefly the vrorking principle,

(a) Control circuit. -- We have not mentioned quantitatively the ampli
tude of the operating signal developed by the load-sensitive oscillator. For 

typical applications, the operating-signal amplitude is usually in the region. 
0.01 to 0,1 volts and the frequency is in the region "from JiO'to 300 cycle/sec. 

More exact values are of interest only in particular situations. This much 
information is sufficient for an understanding of the part played by the 
control- circuit.

The amplitude of the operating signal is too small to actuate the firing 
circuit directly. It must be amplified until its magnitude is 3 to b volts. 
If we make an amplifier that does not respond to very low frequencies (to 
allow trains of bombs, and so forth) and to frequencies above 300 cycle/sec 
(assorted noise disturbances) we can magnify the operating signal to usable „ 

size and leave the unwanted signals too small to actuate the firing mechanism. 
The control circuit is just this sort of amplifier. Figure 10 is a 

curve which shows amplification as a function of frequency. Mote that there 
is not much amplification below $0 cycle/sec or above 300 cycle/sec. In the 

region of interest the amplification is sufficient to actuate the firing de
vice. ■

Although it has been indicated that the amplifier does not respond to 
unwanted signals,further clarification is needed. The types of signals that 
come out of the transmitter into the control circuit are quite varied. Those 

arising from-loose or vibrating parts (fins, for example) are in some cases 
much larger than the desired operating signal and in such cases they actuate 
the firing circuit even' though the amplifier gives them very little amplifica
tion, ' '

The same is true of the operating signal that arises from the explosion 
of a nearby projectile if it is too close. The fact that it is not yet 
feasible to discriminate completely between wanted and unwanted signals leads 
to occasional operation on an unwanted signal. This appears operationally 
as an early function.
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Fig. 10. Typical amplifier curve of ring-type fuze.

Some unwanted signals arise from vibrations 'Of the fuze parts internally. 
These are being suppressed more effectively as the manufacturers learn to 
make the fuzes properly. Some arise from faulty assembly in the field, • 

This must be prevented by care in: assembly and inspection of fins and other 
component parts before ■assembly. It is 'most important that you learn about 

the necessary precautions- during your training hefe, In spite of all pre-r • 
cautions vibrations sometimes arise and lead to an early function. Continual 
improvements are being made to reduce this undesirable loss and -at the pres
ent time with proper precautions not over 20^ of such functions are to be „ 
expected. Current field tests indicate better than 85% proper functioning, 

(b) Firing circuit. — The firing circuit consists of an electronic ■ I I i «и II III.I >m .141 .mil. •
discharge tube (thyratron) and an electric detonator (squib) arranged to 
burst the charge through an appropriate booster train. The electronic dis
charge tube is connected to the output of the control amplifier and responds 

by foaring the squib' whenever the output of the amplifier becomes larger than 
a certain critical value. This critical value is adjusted at the factory so 
that the over-all' sensitivity of the fuze (quantitative concept) has the 

desired value within certain practical working limits.



9• Safety and arming _

Tremendous emphasis has been placed upon incorporating adequate safety

devices in these fuzes. Lectures, models, and demonstrations have been 
arranged so that you can become thoroughly familiar -with the safety mecha

nisms and their operation. In this discussion, we are interested only in a 
very general description.

(a) Arming sequence. — Arming of VT bomb fuzes is accomplished by the 
action of the wind stream on the arming vane of the fuzes. An unarmed VT 

bomb fuze has an out-of-line element in the explosive train and an open 
electric-detonator circuit. Rotation of the arming vane, reduced by a gear 
reduction system, series to move the out-of-line explosive element into 
place and to connect the electric detonator into its associated electrical 
circuit. A fixed number of revolutions of the arming vane is required to 
complete arming; a further condition necessary for operation is that the 
arming vane be rotating.at.a high speed. ■

If the vane stops rotating after arming is completed, an undamaged fuze 
immediately becomes inoperative. (CAUTION: There is a remote possibility 
that this may not be true for duds that have been damaged as a result of imr- 
pact.) A fuze whose arming mechanism has completed its cycle -would be ex
tremely dangerous if dropped from an airplane because it -would become fully 
armed and live the moment the bomb entered the air stream.'

(b) Safety provisions. — To insure that fuzes issued for use have the 

arming mechanism in the safe position the vane is sealed at the factory to 
prevent rotation. An intact seal is a guarantee of safety. If the seal is 
broken, destroy the fuze. ' '

Latest-model fuzes carry an additional safety feature in the form of a■ 
safety pin. This pin is inserted into the arming mechanism through an open
ing in the booster cup. It cannot be inserted unless the arming components 
are in the safe unarmed position. Each fuze comes supplied with this pin in 
place and the fuze cannot be inserted into the fuze well unless the pin is 
removed. A most important feature of the safety pin is that fuzes whose 

seals have been removed can have the arming mechanism checked for safety in 
the field. It also prevents willful sabotage of the sort that involves 
maliciously removing the seal from a fuze, advancing the arming, and replac
ing a new seal. ■
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(c) Safe air travel (Fig. 11); — The requirement that the arming vane 

must turn a given number of revolutions before the fuze becomes armed means. ' 
that the bomb must travel a certain distance through the air after the vane 

is released before the fuze -will become operative. This distance is meas
ured along.the trajectory of the bomb and is called safe air travel, abbre
viated SAT. Production variations of parts apd assembly lead to variations 
of a few hundred feet in the SIT. Easl^ lot of VT fuzes is tested on the 
AN-M30 (100-lb) bomb to evaluate the minimum safe air travel, abbreviated ■ ——'
Min SAT, for that lot of fuzes. The Min SAT, that air travel before which 
no fuze will become armed, is marked on each fuze, container, and box.

(d) Vortical drop. — Conversion of safe air travel to equivalent 

vertical drop is..of importance from two standpoints (refer to Fig. 11 );
(i) Safety. Caution must be exorcised that the vertical drop prior to 

arming is sufficient to provide adequate safety for both the carrying air
craft and any friendly aircraft at lower altitudes. After a VT bomb fuze is 

armed it will fire on the first target it approaches.
(ii) Performance. As mentioned, sufficient air travel should bo pro

vided to guarantee safety, but caution should also be observed to insure 
that excess SAT is not used. If the equivalent vertical drop exceeds the 

release altitude the bombs will impact with VT fuzes in the unarmed condi
tion and the advantage of air burst will be lost.



Fie. ii. Schematic drawing showing safety arming features of the VT fuze.



II. LECTURE NO. 2

ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES OF VT FUZES

by С. H, Page
. January 203 1

The VT fuzes operate by virtue.of certain properties of radio waves. 

The "waves" arc ■"generated," "transmitted," "modulated," "received," and „ 
"detected" — the output of the detector is finally selectively amplified. 
A discussion -of the fuze operation therefore requires defining and explain
ing the technical terms just introduced. The concepts of "waves" and 
"modulation" will first bo discussed in a general way, then illustrated by a 
familiar example, and lastly applied to the operation of VT fuzes.

1. Waves

Radio waves are so named by analogy with waves on water. Radio waves 
cannot be seen, but when represented graphically they require the same 
illustrations as do water waves.

(a) Later waves. — If we examine a vertical cross section of water 

with waves on it, we see a picture of the vertical displacement of the water 
as a function of position (Fig. 1).

Instead of examining the water displacement at various points at the 

same time» we could examine the displacement at a given point at various 
times. The water level on a post rises and falls as.the waves pass by, A 
simple sketch would show the level at any given time, and a later sketch 
would show a different level (Fig. 2).

The behavior of the water level on the post can be represented 
graphically by plotting water level against time (Fig. 3). Although this 
looks like a cross-’sectional view,_it is purely diagrammatic. The original 
side view (Fig, 1) was a "snapshot," showing how the water level varies with 
position at a given time. Figure 3 shows how the water level varies with 
time at a given place. It is the similarity between the two diagrams that 
characterizes "waves" in general.

(b) Sound waves, — Hearing is associated with the motion of the ear
drum produced by varying air pressure. The "sound waves" can also be
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Fig. 2. Variation of water level on a post with time.
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation'of variation, of
water level at a given point with time.
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represented by the same sort of diagram as used in Fig. 3 for water waves. 
Figure h is such a diagram for a sound wave, . .

Two of the chief characteristics of tho sound are loudness and pitch. 
In scientific language these are called amplitude and frequency. Figures 
3(a) and (b) represent sound waves differing only in amplitude; the waves in 

Figs. 3(£) and (d) differ only in frequency»
(c) Electrical waves. — An alternating current can be represented .. 

graphically in a manner similar to that used for water and sound waves (Fig. 
6),' Note the current reversal. - •

The electrical disturbance called "radio waves" can also be represented 
in this manner, but the frequency is much higher (Fig. 7). 

г

2, Modulation

All these figures represent "oscillations" of constant amplitude. It 
is possible to vary the amplitude with time in any desired manner, for ex
ample, as shorn in Fig, 8. Any variation of the amplitude is called a 
"modulation." A device to impress a desired modulation onto an oscillation 
is called a "modulator," ' ’

(a) Modulation by a musical note, — Let us consider the modulation of 
a radio signal by a musical note, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Since the music 
signal cannot be transmitted by itself, it is placed -onto an otherwise- steady1' 
signal as a modulation. This steady signal acts as a "carrier" of the modula

tion. The modulated carrier current is radiated by the antenna as a'radio 
wave. The modulated carrier radio wave can be received by an antenna, and so 
converted from radio waves back into an electric current. To get the music, 
the modulation must be "detected." A "detector" is an amplitude-measuring 
device that will not follow the rapid oscillations of the carrier, but that 
will follow the relatively slow modulation of the amplitude (see Fig,_1O),

(b) Modulation in .the FT fuze. — A similar chain of modulation, 
transmission, reception, detection, and amplification occurs in the opera
tion of the VT fuze. The analogy is not perfect, since in the latter case 

the modulation is not impressed before transmission. .
Consider a.transmitter with "square" modulation; that is, alternately 

on and off (Fig. 11). This-wave can be reflected back by the earth's sur
face, and received by the same antenna plus a detector. We shall assume



that the detector does not "see" the local transmitter, hut sees only the 

incoming reflected wave (Fig. 12).
A device for determining the time lag between sending out a pulse and 

receiving its reflection would indicate the distance to ground. This is . 
essentially the radar principle. ....... ' .

In VT fuzes, the oscillator is not turned on and off, but operates 
continuously,.. Both the outgoing and incoming signals are applied to the 
detector (Fig. 13). Let us_consider the effect of time lag of the reflected 
wave (Fig. ih). In oase 1, the reflected wave enters the detector in phase 
with the local signal, increasing the voltage on the detector. In Case 2, 
the signals are out of phase, reducing the detector voltage. Figure 13 shows, 

the effect of the phase of the reflected wave on the detector voltage. Hie 
phasing of the reflected signal relative to the local signal,depends on the 
height of the fuze above ground, so that the voltage applied to the detector 

varies in amplitude with height above ground (Fig. 16). If the fuze is 
mounted on a falling bomb, so that the height above ground is changing with 
time, wo may rotate tho figure and relabel it as.a curve of voltage versus 
time (Fig. 1.7), Thus the motion toward the earth modulates the voltage 
applied to the detector. .... . , : . .. •

3. How the modulated wave causes the fuze to.function ,. _

The modulation is detected-and amplified,’giving a voltage wave .whoso• 
amplitude increases as tho bomb approaches ground (Fig, 18)/ If this voltage 
were fed to a loud-speaker, tho sound would grow continually louder, and its 
pitch would rise slowly (because the bomb speed increases slowly), •

A "thyratron" is essentially an electronic switch that closes when the 
applied control signal reaches a predetermined level. Whonpthe thyratron 
operates, it effectively closes a "switch" between tho powbr" supply (1Ц0 
volts) and tho electric detonator which explodes the fuze booster charge* 
The height at which the fuze functions is therefore the height at which the 
signal from tho amplifier reaches the level required by the thyratron. The 
amplitude of the modulation of the wave applied to tho detector, hence the 
amplitude of tho signal applied to the amplifier, depends on tho height of 
the bomb above ground, but not on its speed of fall. The frequency (audio) _ 
of the signal is proportional to tho vortical component of the bomb velocity,
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of sound wave 
at a fixed point.

Time Time
(d)

Fig. 5. Representation of sound waves (a) and (b) differing 
^only in amplitude, (_c) and (d) differing only in frequency.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of an alternating current

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of radio waves. Note that 
the frequency is much higher than for the alternating current 
shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. Variation of amplitude with time, a modulated wave.

Singer

Oscillator ;

Fig. 9. Modulation of a radio signal by a musical note.
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Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the detection of a modulated radio 
wave and the production of a sound wave corresponding to the modulation.

Fig. 11. Transmission of a wave with "square" modulation.

Electric current

Fig. 12. Detection of a wave with "square" modulation.
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Fig. 13. Schematic diagram showing receipt of both out
going and incoming signal by the detector in the VT fuze.

Case 1. Reflected wave and outgoing wave in phase at detector.

Case 2, Reflected wave out of phase with outgoing wave at detector.

Fig. 14. Schematic diagrams showing effect of time lag 
of the reflected wave.

(b) Case 1
(a) No reflector

(c) Case 2

\.: ./

Fig. 15. Graph of detector voltage for (a) no reflector, 
(b) reflected and outgoing wave in phase at detector, and 
(c) reflected and outgoing wave out of phase at detector.
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Fig. 16. Variation of detector voltage with height.

Fig. 17. Detector voltage versus time. The 
detector voltage is modulated by the changing 
phase relation resulting from changing height of 
fuze.

Time —>

Fig. 18. Voltage wave resulting from detection 
and amplification of the modulation of the voltage 

' applied to the detector.
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but is otherwise independent of height. The gain (amplification) of the 

fuze amplifier should depend upon audio frequency in such a manner as to 
give the same function height for-any bomb—release conditions. We must now 
consider the difference between bar—typo and ring-type fuzes.

(a) far-typo fuze. The bar-type fuze yields a signal that is 

approximately independent of the tilt of the bomb from the vortical. Hence 
the signal amplitude dopends on height only, and the amplifier gain should 
be independent of audio frequency over the range of signal frequencies (bomb 
speeds) encountered. A desired curve is shown in Fig. 19. The response 

outside the useful range (l60 to 300 cyclc/soc) will be discussed later. ■
(b) Ring-type fuze. -- The ring-typo fuze gives weaker signals the 

more nearly vertical the bomb. But for a given .piano' speed, ’’more nearly 
vertical bomb" means "higher release altitude" and greater vertical component 
of bomb velocity._ Hence there is a definite relationship between bomb tilt 
and falling speed, or between bomb tilt and audio-signal frequency. Since 
the weaker signal is associated with higher audio frequency, this effect can 
be compensated by making the amplifier gain increase with frequency, so that 
the signal at the thyratron depends on height of the bomb above ground, but 
very little upon altitude of, release*- , A. typical amplifier curve is shown in 
Fig. 20. . , _

(c) Shape of gain curve for two types of fuze. ;' In both fuze types, 
it is. desirable to make the gain at non-useful frequencies as small as pos- 
sib la. This is to minimize effects of "noise," power-supply "hum," and other 

spurious signals which may be present at frequencies outside the useful 
range. Tn practice, the shape: of the gain curve....represents a compromise be

tween the desired response and-the practical limitations of simple reliable 
circuits. Typical responses aye shown in Fig. 21. \ :

The "noise" mentioned can:arise from vibration of the-internal structure 
of ths vacuum tubes, from vibration of poorly anchored circuit components or 
connections,..from imperfect power supplies, or from improper fuze.or bomb fin 
installation. Any looseness of the over-all assembly of the bomb-, from fuze 
to tail, represents a variable-resistance connection in the fuze antenna, 
since the entire bomb assembly is the transmitting and receiving antenna.
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Fig. 21. Typical response curves for bar-type and ring-type fuzes.



h, Power supply and firing circuit

Although VT fuzes of some models use batteries for power, the recent 
ones use a wind-driven generator (plus rectifier and filter) instead. ■

The generator consists of a set of fixed coils, and a rotating permanent 
magnet. Such a device generates an alternating voltage whose frequency is 
proportional to the rotational speed, and whose amplitude is approximately 
proportional to speed. A frequency-sensitive loss-load is shunted across 

the generator, loading the supply more heavily the higher the speed. The 
net result is to provide supply voltages that are approximately independent 
of generator speed after the operating threshold is reached. The generator 

supplies 1 ,b volts of alternating current directly to the tube filaments, 
but the high-voltage plate supply must be "rectified'’ and "filtered." :The 
rectifier acts like a self-switching device, in that it converts the alternat
ing current (Fig. 22) to a pulsating direct current (no current reversals) 
(Fig. 23). The pulsations must be smoothed out, or "filtered," leaving a 

steady average current. „
The electrical circuit and its hydraulic analogue are compared in Fig, 

2k,
The use of a generator power source instead of batteries eliminates 

storage-life and operating-temperature limitations. There is also a tre— ■ 
mendous gain in inherent safety, since,.there is no electricity available un

less the generator is spinning rapidly. •
The generator (or battery) will not deliver sufficient current to fire 

the electric detonator. In each case, a storage condenser (analogous to a 
water tank) is used as a reservoir to provide a large current (flow of -water) 
for a short time. By the use of a large resistance (small pipe) to make the 

condenser (tank) fill slowly, it is feasible to incorporate a safety time 
delay of up to several seconds. The condenser (tank) must be filled to a 
certain level before there is enough electricity (water) stored to fire the 
detonator even when the valve is opened. If the valve is opened prematurely, 
the condenser (tank) "dumps" its insufficient charge harmlessly. In "dud" 
fuzes, the condenser (tank) will gradually discharge from its slight leakage 
(seepage), and render the fuze harmless. This occurs sooner in generator-' _ 
powered fuzes than in battery-powered fuzes, since after the generator stops, 
there is no source of possible leakage into the condenser. With a battery, 
safety depends on waiting until the battery is dead. . , ———_
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Fig. 22. Alternating current produced 
.by generator

Fig. 23. Pulsating current produced 
from alternating current by rectifier.
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Fig. 25. Electric circuit and hydraulic analogue showing the pro
duction of a large current for a short time.



III» LECTURE NO. 3

FACTORS INFLUENCING HEIGHT OF FUNCTION OF VT FUZES

by В. J. Miller 
January 22,

1. Introduction

The factors influencing height of function of VT fuzes are the follow
ings

A. Amplifier gain and shaping,
' B. (1) Angle of approach to target, '

(2) Component of projectile velocity toward target, 
. (3) Reflectivity of target,

- C. (1) Radiation pattern,.
(2) Sensitivity of radio unit. ■

' The foregoing grouping is according to the following scheme. The 
factors in A depend on the unit only. They are built into the unit, and are 

not adjustable in the finished fuze.
' The factors in B_ are completely independent of the fuze, and are' subject 

to some measure of control by the using arm, B(1) and В (2) are determined 
by direction and velocity.of release, and altitude of release, together with 
the ballistics of the projectile, B(3) depends on the nature of the target. 

The factors in C are determined by the combination of fuze and projec
tile, For ring-type fuzes, the radiation pattern is determined by the rela- _ 
tionship between fuze carrier frequency and projectile dimension (principally, 
the projectile length)j the sensitivity is similarly determined,'but does 
not vary as markedly. For the’bar-type fuze, the radiation pattern and 
sensitivity are much less affected by the' combination of fuze and projectile 

selected, so that good function heights can be obtained with a single model 
over a variety of projectiles that require two models, of ring-type fuzes. 

Because of the intimacy of the interaction between these factors, the 
above-defined separation into groups cannot be maintained in the subsequent 
discussion and was made originally only for the purpose of emphasizing the 
factors subject to control.



2. Factors controlling audio output 
. V

The fuze functions in the following manner, An outgoing radio wave is 

reflected from the target back to the fuze. Tae reflected wave produces a 
disturbance in the radio unit, which is- amplified by the amplifier. hhen 
the amplifier output becomes large enough, it fires the thyratron and 
initiates the detonation of the high explosive. The fuze thus fires when 
the audio amplifier output is large enough, and we must investigate the fac
tors controlling this output.

The audio output is: _ J
(a) Inversely proportional to the height h, except when h is small. 

In this case, the output goes up more rapidly as h decreases, approaching 
inverse proportionality to h? ' . ..

(b) Directly proportional to the reflection coefficient- of the target.
(c.) Directly proportional to the value of the radiation pattern in the

direction of the target. • ■ ’•
(d) Directly proportional to the gain of the amplifier at the frequency

of the disturbance produced by the reflected wave. ..
(o) Directly proportional, to the sensitivity of.the radio unit.

According to the foregoing list, reducing any one of the factors (b) to 
(e) by one half would therefore halve the height of function unless it is 

already low; lox? heights_of 'function (less than two wavdlbngths) would-be 
reduced less drastically, to approximately 7©%: of the' value expected before 
the change, ' — ... i ■ 

’* Reflection coefficient of target ' '

The variations to bo expected in item (b) will first be discussed. Re
flection coefficients to be expected range from about 0.22 to 1.0, according 
to the folloxving table.

Reflection 
Surface Coefficient

Large metal screen* • 1,00
Sea water • :O»95
Fresh water , 0.80
Dry sand >0.35 
Ordinary soil’’'-''' 0,li0to0,75
Ice, snow 0.22
City areas 0,50 .

"Several times height of function in each direction, 
"^‘Depending on moisture content.
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Heights obtained over ordinary soil would then be expected to be about, 
half (or somewhat more) as great as those observed’ over sea water. However, 

such a deduction is true only over a fairly homogeneous area. The unit will 
average the reflection coefficient over an area several function heights on 
a side; a small puddle of water directly under the trajectory does not give 
a function height characteristic of a water target, _

A question must also be raised about the effect of superposed targets, 
such as ice over water. Penetration of the radio waves into any of the 
types of reflectors noted except ice or snow, is very small. Water a few 
inches.dcep over a considerable area of land dr ice therefore gives a water 
target, since the waves do not penetrate enough to find.out that there is 

another target beneath. With ice and snow, fortunately, the case is.known 
to be different. The waves penetrate ice-or snow to a greater depth, and 

will be reflected from targets underneath. The extent of this penetration 
is not known at present;, but it is known experimentally that 3 in. of ice 
over sea water gives a reflection coefficient closer to that of water than 

of ice; a greater penetration into snow is to be expected,

Ц. Effect of irregularities in target ’

'While discussing target factors, it is probably well to mention one 
other factor: that of irregularities. A general slope in the target area is 
equivalent to a different angle of fall over level ground; small roughnesses 
(such as bomb or shell craters) will give rise to somewhat greater dispersion 

in height, with a slight increase in the average. For the effect of very 
sizable projections such as buildings or trees, it is necessary to distinguish 

between fuze types. The ring-type fuze will tend to function near or slightly 
above tree tops or building tops if these are not too closely packed and the 
fuze falls down beside one or a group. For very danse trees or structures, 
their tops become the reflecting surface, but.the reflection coefficient is 
not very high; a function somewhat above the tops is then expected. Isolated 
trees or small buildings will not have much effect on the bar-type fuze, 
especially if they are not directly under the trajectory. Dense foliage or 
large buildings under the trajectory will give a greater height of function 
above them than with the ring-type fuze. ..

Airborne targets will be discussed in the next section. ■



5» ^diation pattern; angle of approach to target

The radiation pattern, as previously mentioned, is controlled by the 
combination of fuze and projectile. For the ring type, this is because the 
projectile is used as an antenna. The direction in which antennae radiate 
and receive most efficiently is controlled.by the relation between wavelength 

of the radio waves used and -antenna length. .
■ For antenna lengths short compared to a wavelength, the maximum radia

tion is perpendicular to the antenna, falling off at angles more nearly 
parallel to the antenna, finally becoming zero along the axis. As the 
antenna becomes longer, the pattern first grows sharper; more and more of 
the radiation is concentrated along the perpendicular, and less and less at 
angles a few degrees from the axis. This tendency continues up to a length 

somewhat greater than wavelength. At 1 wavelength a new. type of pat
tern appears with 2 maxima, .at about, h5>° from the axis, with zerp_along the 
axis and zero perpendicular. At a length equal to-l^ wavelengths, J ,maxima 

appear, one perpendicular to the antenna, one about 30° forward, and one 
about 30° back, and -so on. . ■ •

It is to be noted that for most bombing applications, one is concerned 
with angles from the axis less than 30°. From the foregoing discussion, it. 

is clear that the energy radiated in this direction by a given fuze will 
vary, depending on the length of the bomb to which it is attached, and may in 
some_cases be ;too little to give a good height of function. This occurs, in 
fact, if the wrong combination of fuze and vehicle is selected; and results 
in the necessity for making two ring-type fuzes whoge most important differ
ence is in the wavelength of the radio waves. . .

Hie efficiency with which radio energy generated by the fuze is accepted 
and radiated by the antenna (regardless of direction) also varies as the 
pattern does, and gives rise to some variation in sensitivity of the radio 
unit; but this variation is much less than the variation in height due to 
pattern changes. . _

The bar-type fuze does not use the bomb as an, antenna, but has its own 
antenna. This is short compared to a wavelength and therefore most of the 
radiation is perpendicular to the antenna, or along the axis of the bomb. 
For this reason, it is easier to attain large heights of function at steep_ 
angles of approach. Despite the bomb’s not being connected to the antenna,
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it has some influence on the pattern because of its reflection properties. 
For this reason, there is still some variation of height of function to be 
noted on different vehicles, larger vehicles as a rule giving lower heights. 

One more point should be made before discussing other factors. The 
ring type of pattern — aero along the axis with maximum out to the side — 
is used for airborne targets.with rocket ammunition. A good shot will thus 
not be detonated prematurely, and misses are detonated alongside the target. 
It should be remembered that ring-type fuzes on bombs will have a similar 
action, although their amplifier design is not such as to give optimum 
sensitivity at the audio frequency encountered in the airborne-target applica
tion.

6. Amplifier gain and shaping; projectile velocity

The amplifier shaping is designed to work with the radiation pattern to 
reduce spread in height of burst. In the bomb application, steep angles and 
high (vertical) velocities go together, and flat angles and low velocities, 

since steep angles occur with high-altitude releases, and flat angles '.zith 
low-altitude releases. For the ring-type fuze, steep angles give small 
signals, and flatter angles, larger; thus the amplifier should have high gain 
for the steep-angle signals, and less for the flat-angle signals. The differ
ence between the two is frequency; the frequency of the signal is propor

tional to velocity, and is thus greater vAien the angles are steeper. The 
amplifier is therefore constructed with higher gain at higher frequencies up 
to the limit of the frequencies expected, (Gain is sharply reduced above 
these frequencies to avoid troubles with microphonics and other types of 
noise.)

For dive bombing, the relationship between angle and velocity of 
approach is different, and different heights are to be expected.

For the bar-type fuze, the radiation pattern varies slowly with angle, 
so the same gain is required at different velocities. The amplifier is 
therefore constructed to have approximately the same gain at all frequencies 

expe cted.



7. 'Jse of rockets from airplanes

These considerations have an important bearing on the use of rockets _ 
from airplanes against targets on the ground. If too flat an angle is used, 
the velocity toward the earth is very small and the frequency of the resultant 
signal very low. At this' frequency the amplifier will have very little gain 
and a low height of burst will result. A second factor also argues against 
the use of such flat trajectories. Anglos of approximately 15° below hori
zontal will give reasonable heights of burst with most rocket fuzes. How
ever, at such low angles the natural dispersion in height of function due to 

unavoidable variations in sensitivity will give rise to a dispersion in " 
range that may be annoying with certain types of targets. This dispersion 
will not„be large enough to reduce effectiveness if angles of 2$° or greater 

are used.



IV. LECTURE NO. Ц .

MECHANICAL CONSIIERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF VT FUZES

by J. Rabin ow 
January 23, 19b 5

1• Introduction

The general mechanical requirements for the design of proximity fuzes, 
both of the photoelectric and of the radio typo,..are fairly simple, particu
larly so if only nose fuzes are being considered.

The arrangement of the main components breaks dov/n almost automatically 
into the following^ In -the radio fuze tho antenna is usually the front 
element foilowed- immediately by the antenna insulator. In the..photoelectric 

fuze these two elements arc replaced by the photoelectric cell.- The»natural 
location of the amplifier is immediately behind those. This is in turn fol
lowed by the power supply which may be.either a battery' or a;generator.■ The 
arming system-, together, with the detonating element, falls logically behind 
the power supply, and the whole of tho fuze is?terminated- by a booster cup 
as is the practice- in mechanical point^detonating fuzes.

The design of the mechanical details:of tho.-proximity fuzes presents 
some very difficult problems. Owing'to the extreme sensitivity of proximity 
fuzes to noise or tophysical disturbances of any kind, the mechanical design 
must be such as to insure the greatest possible stability and freedom from 
vibration. This is particularly true for nonrotating projectiles for which 

the fuzes were designed. In the rotating projectiles centrifugal forces 
tend to tighten up all the elements so that tho looseness in the mounting of 
the various components is taken up. . In a nonrotating projectile moving 
through tho air at customary speeds, the forces on tho internal elements are 
quite small and cannot be depended on to eliminate any slack in the mount

ings. _
Another consideration, which is not inherent in the design of our _ 

particular fuzes, but which is of extreme importance in all fuze designs, is 
the requirement for the smallest possible size. Since tho vehicles that 
are used with the fuzes under consideration are also designed for mochonical 
fuzes, every effort was made to keep the size of the proximity fuzes somewhat
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comparable to the others. This was not always possible, of course, and the 
original models of_the proximity fuzes„were very much larger. The size has 

been, and is being, constantly reduced, and all indications point to ultimate 
sizes comparable to present-day mechanical fuzes. _

The safety and arming characteristics of proximity fuzes, while in 
general similar to those for mechanical fuzes, differ in one important 

respect from the latter. It is not sufficient to make a proximity fuze 
merely "bore safe" while on the launcher. Since these fuzes are influenced 
by the presence of ground or any large masses in their vicinity, they must 
be kept unarmed until they are at a sufficiently safe distance away from the 
launchers. The foregoing requirement for a minimum safe air travel (Min SAT) 
is also necessary because proximity fuzes are sometimes subject to "early 

functions." ' .
'To accomplish arming in the battery fuze, designed for rocket applica

tions, advantage can be taken of the presence of setback acceleration so 
that the arming system can be triggered by this acceleration and no external 

arming device need be used.
In_the generator models some form of turbine or propeller is necessarily 

present, and the rotation of this element can be made to operate .an arming 
system through the use of gears. This is done in the bomb fuzes, while in 
the case of rocket fuzes, setback is sometimes employed in conjunction with 
the rotation of the propeller to decrease still further the possibility of 
accidental arming,

2. The mechanical characteristics of the various fuzes

Perhaps the simplest way of treating the mechanical design of the vari
ous proximity fuzes described here is to treat them in the order of their 
historical development.

(a) Arming. —• The first production fuze developed for nonrotating 

projectiles were the photoelectric fuze now known as Th and the radio fuzes 
known as T5 and Тб. The original emphasis in the design of these fuzes was 
for plane-to-planc applications. This required a short arming„distance for 
close fighting, and since the fuzes were to be used on rockets, which were 
launched from tubular projectors, the use of arming wires was considered 
undesirable. It was also the opinion of the mechanical development group
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that arming wires are unsafe, being subject to external influences, both 
human and otherwise.

It was decided that since setback was always available in rocket applica
tions, the arming system would be designed to operate by the acceleration of 

the projectile. The required distance to complete arming was obtained by 
introducing a time delay after the cessation of acceleration that would pro
vide sufficient .air travel to get the fuze to a point a safe distance ah^ad 
of the projector, _

Other arming systems were considered and will be mentioned briefly here. 
One was the manual system used in the original British fuze where a. powder 
train was completed by the turning of a shaft projecting through the side of 
the fuze shell. If the round were not fired, one of the crew members had to 
remember to reset the safety to the original safe position.

Several systems requiring arming wires were seriously considered. The 
arming wires would have had to be inserted into..each fuze and would have re

mained on the launcher when the round was fired.
Air pressure could be employed to operate a diaphragm or a bellows-type 

of switch and arming mechanism, but this method while actually tried ms 
open to the,very serious objection that the air intake ports could fill with 
mud and water and thus be subject to the vagaries of poor handling and bad 
climatic conditions, 

. Spring-driven clock mechanisms of various types were considered where 
the clocks were either started by setback, air pressure, or arming wires. 
They were discarded owing to the complexity of design, high cost, and be

cause of the inherent lack of safety of a clock mechanism.
As has been stated, the solution chosen was to make use of the accelera

tion of rockets, which in the original M-9 rounds was of the order of 1?0 to 
300 g for approximately 4 sec. It was soon discovered that the use of 
simple weights supported by springs was unsatisfactory. All simple devices 
of this type, whether the motion of the weight is linear or circular, are 
subject to the fault that a -sudden violent shock in the correct direction 
will start the weight moving, and the weight will then move to the completion 
of its arming cycle by its own inertia. By interrupting the motion of such 
a weight so that it_has to si op several times on the way to the completion 
of its arming cycle, vie obtained a device that was quite safe against 
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accidental shocks. To operate such a device, the acceleration has to he 
sustained so that 'the operating v/eight must start its motion anew after each 

stop. One method of accomplishing this is to use a flutter-wheel escapement 
operated by an unbalanced weight. The weight moves back in_a series of 
steps and when it finally reaches its extreme rear position, it trips the 
trigger.which completes the first step of the arming cycle. At the end of 
acceleration this weight can be made to return slowly to some other position 
and complete the total arming cycle in any desired time. The unbalanced 
weight is restrained against motion by a spring so that some minimum value 

of acceleration must be experienced before the weight starts to move at all. 

In the Th, T5, and Тб fuzes this limiting value is 75 g. In other words, 
unless the unit experiences an acceleration of more than 75 the arming 
weight will not leave its normal position. The mechanism is so arranged 
that the acceleration must last for at least 0,1 sec at approximately 100 g 

before the first part of the arming cycle is completed. If the acceleration 
lasts for less than this time, the weight will return to its initial posi
tion and the arming mechanism will be again in the safe condition.

The arming, as used in these fuzes, is so designed that the A and В 
circuits..are closed when the weight reaches its lowest position in approxi
mately 0,1 sec as mentioned above. The рот/der train and the detonator cir
cuit is not completed, however, until approximately 0,7 sec after cessation 
of the acceleration, • _

There is, in addition to the mechanical safety device just discussed, 
an electrical RC (resistor condenser) circuit that delays the building up of 
the voltage on the thyratron plate for a time which may vary from a fraction 

of a second to several seconds. The time marked on the outside case of the 
safety mechanisms is the total time to completion of the mechanical plus the 
electrical arming. ... .

(b) Generator-powered fuzes Т50 and T51. -- Soon after the beginning 

of the development of the work on battery fuzes, it became apparent that 
certain advantages were to be gained by the replacement of the battery by a 
generator. As is well known, the shelf life of the battery at best is rather 
short, while that of a suitably built generator is at least equivalent to 
that of the other components of the fuze, tihile the current required by the 
fuze is mainly of the d-c type, directr-current generators require commutators
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with their attendant noise and are larger physically than alternating-current 
generators of equal power. Alternating-current., generators also have the 
further advantage that the field can be the rotating component, particularly 
when permanent magnets are employed* This leads to stationary coils and 
relaTtively simple mechanical design* . ’

' (i) Generators. The generators as used in,our.fuzes are of the 6-pole 

variety having laminated stators and solid Alnico rotors» The Alnico rotors 
are smooth disks 0,2^ in. thick and approximately 1 in. in diameter. The 
disk is magnetized so as to have three north and three south poles equally 
spaced around its periphery. There are two sets of windings on the stator. 

One is a lor.—voltage winding for the filament supply and the other is a high- 
voltage winding for the В supply. The filaments are operated directly on 
a,c. The high-voltage supply is rectified by a splenium-cell bridge 
rectifier giving a d-c output sufficient to operate the fuze and to charge 
the detonator firing condenser.

(ii) Speed of operation. The discussion of the electrical features of 
this fuze is, of course, covered in another paper (see Lecture No. 2). In 
order to keep the dimensions of the generators to a minimum and to keep the 

a-c ripple from being amplified by the rather sharply tuned amplifiers, very 
high speeds are employed. In the T50 series of fuzes speeds of the order of 
12,000 to 50,000 rev/min are attained. These high speeds result in problems 
of bearing., de sign, particularly if ; the fuze is mounted in the nose of the 
projectile, A propeller or turbine running at a very high speed must also 

be able to withstand the very considerable thrust of the impinging air 
stream. This is'particularly true of rocket applications where supersonic 
speeds are the rule'rather than the exception.

(iii) Propellers. The propellers, may be either bakelite or metal and 

have a pitch which, while differing among the various fuzes, is of the order 
of one revolution for 2 ft of air travel. Since these propellers are 
mounted in close proximity to the oscillators in the radio fuzes, any vibra
tion in the propeller bearings is - communicated to the radio components and 
may set up noise which would result in improper functions. The propellers 
in the fuzes as they are built at present are individually balanced so that 
the residual unbalance and the resulting vibration are kept to a minimum.
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(iv) Bearings. Because of the large thrust experienced by the propeller, 

ordinary..sleeve bearings теге found to be unsuitable and ball bearings are 
employed. There is very little thrust on the gene’rator shaft and here either 

ball bearings or sleeve bearings can be used. The sleeve bearings are..of 
the porous bronze variety -which store oil in the pores of the material.

(v) Coupling shafts. The propellers are coupled to the generators by 
insulating bakelite coupling shafts. This is dene because the propeller is 
usually mounted in the antenna, while the generator is below the oscillator 
in the grounded part of the fuze. A metal shaft would act as.a short circuit 

across the antenna and cannot be employed. The bakelite coupling shafts 
drive the generators, which are equipped with metal shafts, and the bottoms 

of the generator shafts, in turn, are coupled to the gear trains.
(vi) Safety feature. One of the inherent safety features of the fuze 

using permanent-magnet generators is that there is appreciable magnetic 
lock-in torque at the generator rotor. This means that the fuzes can be so 

designed that winds normally encountered on the ground are of insufficient 
velocity to break this magnetic lock and' operate the fuze. .

(vii) Arming.: The arming systems of the„generator fuzes take advantage 
of the presence-of the rotating power supply. This is particularly fortunate 

in the.case of:the bomb fuze since accelerations of appreciable magnitudes 
are not present in this application. It is a relatively simple matter to 
extend the: generator shaft and to couple to it a gear train which aligns the 

powder train and closes the appropriate circuit at the end of any desired 
number of revolutions.- In the generator fuzes, the electrical detonators 
are mounted in movable rotors so arranged that when the. detonator is in the 
"safe1’ position (out of line with the explosive train), it is also completely 
disconnected from the firing cir'cuit. The gear train is so designed that 
after the fuze has traveled through the air for a required distance, the 
detonator is brought into alignment with the rest of the explosive train and 
at the same time is connected to its firing circuit. The standard gear 
train as used on the bomb fuze has a gear reduction of 7803 to 1 and is 
usually set so that an air travel of approximately bOGO ft is required to 
arm the fuze. ■

The rotor carrying the electrical detonator is driven by the gear train 
through a 3/8-in. shaft. The detonator rotor itself is equipped with a



small transfer pin which engages normally with a groove in_the drive shaft. 
When the rotor is turned to the proper position for arming, the transfer pin 

is driven by an internal spring into a hole in the outside housing so that 
the rotor is locked to the housing and at the same time disconnected from 
the drive shaft. The drive shaft continues to rotate until the fuze is set 
off.

In the latest designs of our bomb and rocket fuzes the position of this 
arming rotor can be checked from the outside by means of a pin which is made 
to pass through the booster cup, the interrupter plate, and the detonator 

rotor itself. The fuzes are normally shipped with this pin inserted and it 

has to be removed before the fuzes are inserted into the vehicles. All that 
is necessary in order to check the position of the rotors subsequently is to 
reinsert the pin.

In the Tp1 series of fuzes the(mechanical system is exactly like that 
of the T^O which was discussed in the foregoing, and the fuzes differ only 
in the use of a dipole as against the circular antenna.

(q) T82 fuzes. — Some radical departures from the mechanical arrange

ment described in the foregoing were achieved in the design of the T82 
series of fuzes. This fuze was a later development, and it was deemed . 
desirable to eliminate some of the difficulties experienced with the propel
lers and the high-speed coupling shafts of the T^O fuze. In the T82 fuze . 
the propeller has been replaced by a radial-flow turbine rigidly connected . 
to the generator shaft. This high-speed rotating system is located in the 
base of the fuze with the generator actually inside the fuze well of the 
bomb. The air is delivered to the turbine through a central duct approxi
mately 3/h in. in diameter, and the turbine exhausts through two side ports 
near the ba.se of the fuze. This fuze is of the dipole-antenna variety with 
the oscillator, as formerly, in the extreme forward part. The placing of 
the generator in the fuze well, aside from the greater compactness of this 
arrangement, also overcomes some of the vibration problems encountered in 
the previous designs. The rigidity imparted to the mounting by the very 
heavy nose of the standard bombs results in a considerably lower amplitude 
of vibration throughout the whole fuze. This in turn is reflected in lower 
noise levels and._the greater resultant sensitivities which can be achieved 
with this design.
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There is a gear train in the T82 very similar to that used in the ТЗО 
which terminates in a'-'3/8-in. shaft slotted to receive the same detonator 
rotor as in the fuzes previously_descrfoed, Identical detonator rotors and 

booster cups are used in the Т50, TJ?1 , and tire T82 fuzes.

3. Variable-distance arming

As experience was gained in the development work on bomb fuzes, it be
came apparent that an adjustable arming delay would be a very desirable 
feature. It was, of course, suggested that the fuze be modified so that an 
externally setable Min SAT could.be added.to the fuzes. The pressure of 
time and production difficulties, however, ruled this out, and several 
externally added delays were tried. The first practical system consisted of 
a cover that fitted snugly over the fuze and was equipped with its own pro
peller and gear train so arranged that it could be made te fall off at the 

end of any desired length of air travel, - ‘

Another method that was'tested and that 'was finally adopted was the use 
of a relatively small extended arming'device:that was also equipped with1a 
propeller and its own gear train, and that canalso "be ’set., to., .fall off and 
release the fuze propeller after any desired air travel. In the designing 
of this mechanism, simplicity and safety were the main requirements. The 
dial which sets the Min SAT is also the release mechanism. The gear train 
is so designed that the failure of any part should normally’result in a dud. 
While the original production model — the T231 — is equipped with only one 
dial, the expected modification — T2E2 — will be equipped with two dials 
placed on opposite ends of the main shaft and so arranged that much greater 
visibility under the difficult conditions in the bomb bay will be attained.

Some of the advantages of using the T2 besides the additional safety 
provided in the longer air travel to arming are that the fuze proper operates 
for a considerably shorter time than it would without the device and, there

fore, is less likely to malfunction. There is also less warning to the 
enemy of the approach of the fuze since the fuze is "dead" until the arming 
device falls off. The use of the T2 also permits a fuze with a built-in air 
travel of the minimum amount to be used for the various applications.

could.be


ц» Generator fuzes for rockets

. While the original ТЗО series of fuzes was designed for bomb use, ex
periments proved that with certain eleqtrisal and mechanical modifications 
the fuze would be suitable for use on rockets as well. The model of the T>0 
that was converted for rocket use is now known as Т2001/. It was designed 
primarily for the longer-burning, low-acceleration type of rockets. The 

acceleration encountered in these rockets is between 10 and 30 g, and the 
burning times vary from a fraction of a second to perhaps two seconds, de
pending on the temperature of the* propellant and the type of rocket. The 
burning distances vary between 300 and 2000 ft.

These variable characteristics of the rockets present some very nice 
problems in the design of the arming mechanism. Since approximately 1000 ft 
of air. travel is required as the minimum safety for the arming mechanism, it 
.is quite apparent that in some cases .the rocket may still be burning and - 
accelerating when it reaches the end of this travel distance. If the fuzes 
were all to arm at 1000 ft, the burning and acceleration.might not be over . 
in all cases. In order to get the shortest possible arming characteristics 

into the design of the T2004, a special- gear train and arming system was 
designed which has the following characteristics. The propeller is locked 
out against turning by the usual arming -wire. The .final gear in the gear 
train is not a complete gear wheel having 38 teeth, as in the bomb fuze, but 
is cut down to a small sector which carries only £ teeth. This sector is 
firmly riveted to the arming shaft. There is a coil spring mounted around ’ 
this arming shaft which tends to drive the shaft, and therefore the detonator 

rotor, into the armed position. The teeth on the gear sector are normally 
in mesh with a. driving pinion and thus the arming shaft is kept in the safe 
position.

The gear train is equipped with a setback weight so arranged that it 

operates a dog in the path of the low-speed gear sector. If the arming т/ire 
were accidentally pulled out before the rocket were fired and the propeller 
began to turn, this dog would stop the rotation of the low-speed shaft with 
sufficient force to cause one of the driving pinions to strip its teeth. 
The unit would.be permanently injured and would remain a dud. If properly 
fired, however, the arming wire is withdrawn automatically at the same time

would.be


as ths setback weight moves toward the roar of the rocket and removes this 
dog detent out of the path of the low-speed gear sector. The propeller then 
drives the gear train for 100 revolutions, which is sufficient to disconnect 
the gear sector from its drive pinion. The detonator rotor which is con- _ 
nected to the gear sector by the low-speed shaft is then turned through 90°, 

or half of its total arming angle, to an intermediate position where it is .. 
held by a special stop on the setback weight until the acceleration is over,

When the acceleration is terminated, the setback weight is driven for
ward by its retaining spring and permits «the gear sector to complete the 
next and.final movement driving the detonator rotor into its final armed 
position, ,

In this manner the fuze cannot be armed unless it experiences simultane

ously both..an air travel of approximately 300 ft.and an acceleration of at 
least 10g,4 . ' .

The mechanical arming, as explained above, is completed almost immedi
ately at the end of acceleration or burning.

There is an additional electrical safety in. the Т200Ц consisting of an 
RC network which delays the aiming for approximately sec longer as ek- . 
plained in the paper covering the electrical fundamentals (see Lecture No. 3).

5. Concluding■remarks . •

The fuzes described in this paper are those that were actually put into 
production and that have by now reached the services, .

It goes without saying that a great many experimental models were 
designed and built, and a great many mechanical assemblies together with 
various types of arming systems were tested, Yle do not wish to leave the 
impression that we claim the systems described here to be necessarily the 
best, but the pressure of time was so great during the development of these 
devices and the requirements were often so uncertain at the beginning of 
each program that the best solution was not always possible. Improvements 

are continually being made, and it is hoped that each succeeding design will 
not repeat the errors of its predecessor, although it is realized that each 
will have its own faults.
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It is very difficult in the laboratory to simulate the conditions 

actually experienced in the field. Every effort was made to anticipate tho 
field conditions. The advice of the men in tho services who have to handle 
this equipment was sought and listened to with respect and interest. If the 
fuzes discussed here fall short of perfection, it was not for lack of effort 
on tho part of the men and women who did the development work.



V, THE USES, EFFECTS, AND LIMITATIONS OF VT FUZES

by H. Diamond 
January 20,

1. Introduction .

Since it has only recently become practicable to provide an air burst at 
a relatively controlled position with respect to the target, it seems sensible 
to consider the fuzes that accomplish this as tools whose effectiveness must 
be determined experimentally. Obviously all of their possible uses cannot be 
predicted. It is possible that some of those that we advance are not practi
cable, and it is even more probable that from experience in other fields, many 
other uses for them will be found. Certain tactical situations have already 
appeared wherein the use of an air burst appears to be warranted. These in
clude situations calling for: ' ’

. . (1) Fragmentation effect against partially shielded personnel or
against other soft targets, using.bombs‘ or/ rockets.

' ' (2) Distribution of incendiary material, using Chemical Warfare
bombs or modified gasoline.tanks filled with napalm-gasoline- 
gel. ,

(3) Distribution of nonpersistent gas for Chemical Warfare pur
. poses. '

(h) Blast effect produced by'a'large'ЧЦООО-Ib)' bomb, for building 
or jungle clearance. : .

.-Hine:'.clearance, using-.-bombs. ...... ............... . ...............
. . (6) Attack against aircraft, using bombs or rockets.-

(7) Miscellaneous. uses,, such as for attacking Z and R beats, or 
' “ for opening parachutes on store's ' container/S' bearing-sup

plies to encircled troops.

........ 2. . Performance of the fuzes ......

Before discussing the increased effectiveness of an air burst in these 
particular applications, I would like to present seme data on the reliability 
and quality of the VT fuzes that we have developed for rockets and bombs.

(a) Rocket fuzes. — As you know, two battery-powered rocket fuzes were 
developed in 19Ц2, of which there are several hundred thousand on the shelf.

Ai



One is the T3, for air-to-«.ir use. In tests of quality, determined by fir
ing at a high angle from the ground or by firing from a tower against a 
plane suspended in the air, the fuze functioned properly about 80$ of the 

time, functioned early—about 13$ of the time, and less than 3$ were duds. 
The other battery-powered fuze is the Тб, for ground-to-ground use. At its 

2/maximum range it functioned properly— 73$ °F "the time, functioned in mid
flight 20$ of the time, and about were duds.

A generator-powered rocket fuze, called the T30, is also being developed 
— a conversion of the ТЗО bomb fuze which’arms a short period after the com
pletion of burning in the rocket motor. It is designed for air-to-air use at 
about bOO_yd minimum, range and lias scored .83$ proper functions, 12$ early 

functions, and 3$ duds. A companion fuze, T2O0b, for air-to-ground use, has 

somewhat better performance.

■ .fuzes; •— Table I is a record of the performance of production
model bomb fuzes that have been tested at Aberdeen'under standard conditions 
(that is, released from 10000 ft altitude at 200 mi/hr true air speed), and 

that have been accepted as satisfactory.

Table I. Performance of production-model bomb fuzes tested at Aberdeen.
Release height 10000 ft 
Air speed 200 mi/hr

Fuze Type
Number 

of 
Lots

Date
Number 
Units 
Tested

Type of Function Height 
over Water 

(ft)
Proper 

($)
Early 

($)
Dud 
($)

T30E1 
(Prototype of 
T89, T91)

32
22

Before 1l/l3/bb
From 11/13/bb
to 1/13A3

Ю67 80.3

86.3

11.2

11

8.3'

2.3

33

36

ТЗОЕЦ 
(Prototype of 
T92, T90)

hS
21

Before 11/13/bb

From
to 1/1ЗАЗ

897 79.0

83

13.9

11

3.1 

h

bo

3b

T31
27
16

Before 11/13/bb

From 11/13/bb 
to 1/13A3

298 86.3

87

12.1

12

1A

1

ibo

113

1/ An early function is one that occurs shortly after mechanical arming 
at 30(7 yd.

2/ Proper functioning increases as the raAge is reduced.
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Sectional views

Fig. 1. Fragmentation effect field.
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In-train performance will be discussed under 11 Limitations” (Sec. h). The 

over-all performance of the fuzes can be considered to be 8o5 proper. Through 
increased effectiveness (see Sec. ЗД they offer an advantage in certain uses 
over contact fuzes that have greater reliability.

3. Uses

(a) Fragmentation effects against entrenched personnel. — A recent test 

of this effect was made at Eglin Field. The results have not yet been re
leased formally by the AAF, but they have been made available for this con
ference through the courtesy of General Coupland. The purpose of the test таз 
to compare the effectiveness of bombs burst in the air with that of bombs 

burst instantaneously on contact. The effect was measured by the number of 
casualties per' bdmb (or equivalent load of M1A1 clusters), each casualty being 
represented by ...one. or more bomb-fragment perforations through a single plywood 
panel ЗД in, thick. The panels of plywood were placed at the bottom of ver

tical-walled slit trenches, 2x6x1 ft, the last dimension being the depth, 
and the effect field contained b7 rows and columns of these trenches spaced 
15 ft on centers (making a sqwe effect field 690 ft on a side with 2209 slit 
trenches). (See Fig. 1 for details of trenches.), Each of the casualty val
ues given in”Table II is "an’average of the number of casualties obtained with 
five to seven bombs (or clusters) of a given type that burst at heights' group
ed about the average height stated. All values for average casualties are 

subject to a probable error of less than 205 except contact bursts which have 
a probable error of less than J casualty.

Table II■. . -Casualties produced in 2x6x1 ft slit trenches by M-81, rd—6Ц, and 
M1A1 bombs burst at varying heights. Shielding of 12 in. assumed.

M-81 . u-6h M1A1

Height 
(ft) Casualties Height 

(ft) Casualties Height 
(ft) Casualties

Contact
16
30
70

0.7 ■
11

1U

Contact

19
50

1.2

15
26

Contact 0.6 per single 
cluster



The foregoing figures are based on an assumption of 12-in. shielding; 
that is, casualties -were counted only for large-fragment-perforation of the 
bottom panel. If, in addition, the number of large fragments perforating 

the lower 6 in. of the side walls is counted, casualties .corresponding to 
6-in. shielding maybe computed (Table III). Similarly, by considering all 
of the heavy-fragment-perforations,. casualties corresponding to 0-in. shield
ing may be computed. ■

Table III. Casualties produced by M-81, М-6Ц, and~'M1A1 bombs burst at vary
' ing heights assuming 6~in. and 0-in. shielding.

6-in. shielding (5° to 1u°)

M-81 . М-6Ц ■ ■ M1A1
Height 

(ft)
I I

Casualties Height 
• (ft) Casualties Height 

(ft) Casualties

Contact ... 1*5 .... C ontact 3 . Contact : 1 -2 .
16 25 ... 19 . 31
30 " 28 ‘ 30 ^2 ' .J
5o ' '28 " " ' 5o ' ' : ■ Ц2
70 25 ' 70 ' ' 31 '

............. ■ ..............0-in. shielding (6°)

Contact 11 ' Contact 13 Contact ' 12.5
16 ■■ : 55 19 73 '
30 ■ : 55. : 30 82
5o 53 5o 75 .
70 . . U8 70 55

To summarise the results of this test, 12-in. shielding gave superior- - 
ity.-f or ..the air-burst М-6Ц over-contact-burst of 20 to 1; 6-in. shielding 
gave-about-the same; and 0—in.- shielding gave about 5"to 1. For the M-81 
air burst compared to equivalent loads of 2 clusters (M1A1, contact), the '
superiority factor is 12 to 1 for 6-irT. and 12-in. 'shielding, and is 2 to 1 
for 0-in. shielding. Note that between 20 and 70. ft, there is little vari
ation of damage versus height of burst. The optimum height occurs at about 
35 ft for both bombs. Actually, the optimum height depends somewhat on the



........

size of the target. To illustrate, if the target area is considered, to con
tain one man prone in each trench, the foregoing figures hold; if the target 
area is considered to contain three men crouching in each trench, the same 

number of casualties -will result for the higher bursts but relatively more 
casualties for the lower bursts. Hence the optimum burst height is reduced. 
It is interesting to note that the theoretical calculation of Morse and 
Transue in Ordnance Dept. TDBS Report No. 1|.1 when corrected for target den
sity agrees exceedingly well with the Eglin Field results for the М-бЦ bomb.

A point to consider here concerning evaluation of effectiveness is that 
nose initiation of the bomb explosion does not yield the best fragmentation 

pattern for such anti-personnel work. For the М-6Ц bomb, the side spray when 
fired statically is 10° behind the normal to the bomb axis. The bomb strik
ing velocity tends to bring the fragments back to 0° but this is not enough. 

With tail initiation there would be a downward spray of the fragments that 
would cause more casualties against shielded personnel. Computations show 
that this increase should amount to a factor of 2 to 3.

Another test of the fragmentation effects against shielded personnel was 
made at Ashley Walk, England. This was conducted with 300-lb bombs fuzed 
with T^Q fuzes released from 10000-ft altitudes at 200 mi/hr against a target 
consisting of 200 slit trenches. Each trench was 6x2x1 ft, containing a 
flat wooden target board 3 ft 10 in. x 1 ft 3 in.x % in., which was considered 

to be the area presented to fragments coming from any direction by three men 

crouching in a deeper trench. The differences between this setup and Eglin 
Field are that the trenches were near the center of the effect field, were 

30 ft apart instead .of 13, were piled up on only one side with dirt instead 
of all around, and were composed of much harder soil than the sandy soil in 
Florida. The results reported are these: the advantage of a 10-ft an burst 
over a contact burst is 3 to 1, and the advantage of a 3^-ft air burst over a 
contact burst is 10 to 1. In an official report on this test, the British 
Ordnance Board included in its evaluation of effectiveness the effect of 
blast for the surface burst, which yielded as the ratio of air burst to 
ground burst the figures given in Table IV. Some quotations from tne report
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Table IV. Ratio of effectiveness of air burst to ground burst in English 
tests. The effect of blast for the, ground burst -was considered.

Height of 
Burst (ft)

Men in
Deep Trenches

■ Men in. . .
' Shallow flitches

Men Prone 
' (no cover)

Meeh.
. Transport

1° : h.o 3.7 1.3 1.0 ”

35 3'7 . ^3 . 1.2 оЛ ■ :

might be of interest. They say that there is no case for air bursts against 
men in the open .on level ground but as soon as the ground becomes uneven the 
surface-burst bomb is at a..disadvantage,. If the unevenness increases, the 
target will eventually become that of a man lying in a shallow hole or ditch 
and should be considered as equivalent to men in shallow ditches.. (See ...  

Table IV for the. advantage of air burst.) . .. . ...

■ A test of the fragmentation effect of VT-fuzed rockets versus that of 
МЦ super quick-fuzed rockets..was made at Fort Bragg.. The effect field con
tained 1 ,x 6-ft boards (1 in. .thick), spaced $ yd apart in checkerboard array, 

with 1-in. shielding.: For each round,that burst on the effect field, the 
boards hit by at least one.fragment that penetrated at least % in. into.the 

wood теге counted.; The results (Table V) indicate that.air bursts, obtained 
with Тб fuzes are 5 times as effective as ground-impact bursts against . 
slightly shielded personnel. ; ,

Table V. Comparison of effectiveness of bombs fuzed with VT fuzes 
- and with Ж superquick fuzes.- :

Fuze
Number 

of
Rounds

Height 
of Burst 

(ft)

Number 
of Targets 

Hit per-Round

МЦ Superquick 20 h
Тб 20 60 21

(b) Distribution of incendiary material. — VT fuzes are useful on the 
165-gal belly tank and on the M10 spray tank filled with napalm-gasoline-gel.

When released from high altitudes, about 5o5 of the incendiary material 
in any contact-fuzed vehicle is left in the bomb crater. To avoid this, an



air burst of the right height combined, with a burster of the right strength 
was needed.

In tests under standard release conditions of the. T£l fuze on the 16^- 
gal belly tank (the tank having been modified to take the T^1 fuze and an M13 

Tetryl burster and M? ivhite phosphorus igniter)- the results were hO- to 6O-ft 
burst heights with very little crater,_and fire areas of about 15>000 to 20000. 
ft?. With two tanks per' fighter plane, an area of about 3^000 ft3 is covered, 

assuming no overlap in salvo. The standard of comparison in this test was 
the 16^-gal tank provided with an ’’all-way11 igniter and released from a fight
er at about a ^O-ft altitude, which gave an elongated fire area (2>0x 80 ft) 

of about 20000 to 2^000 ft? Hence we get very nearly as good fire area with 
VT-fuzed tanks dropped from high altitudes as with the standard of comparison 
from low altitudes.

In tests of.the 33“gal 1110 spray tank, the tanks as modified for the 
tests did not have good ballistic properties. When used with T^OELl fuzes and 

1,113 bursters, however, they gave to 10-ft burst heights, very small cra
ters, and a good fire area considering the rather small amount of incendiary 
material in the tank. A fire area of about 2^00 ft2 is obtained per tank. 
B17 and В2Ц bombers can carry about 12 such tanks, giving a total fire area 
of about 30 000 ft2 per bcmber. ' '

. (c) Distribution of nonpersistent gas. — Another application of the

fuzes which I have mentioned .is the distribution of nonpersistent gas. We 
have some preliminary results of testing done at Porton, England, in which 
,gas-filled ^00-lb LC. bombs were burst at 50 ft.above the ground. . The average 
area of heavy contamination was approximately 36000 it2, which is about four 

times the area obtained by surface-burst bombd containing the same gas, and 
about seven times the lethal area of an air-burst МбЦ against shielded tar
gets.

A test of the use of nonpersistent gas against a mock-up of a Japanese 

battleship was made in..Panama recently. I understand that you may be shown 
a motion picture of it, so I will pass over the subject. It is a very effec
tive picture of some 8Ц 10'00-lb bombs filled with nonpersistent gas dropped



on the target from 1^000 ft. Of the 8Ц bombs, I believe 71 were proper func
tions. The bombing -was exceedingly precise so that the gas completely en

veloped the target.

(d) Enhanced blast effect. — The next application of air burst to be ,
considered is the enhanced blast effect obtained by an air burst of a very 
large bomb, for example, the hOOO-lb bomb. I quote here from a report from • *

Dr. Astin: '’Estimates of the enhancement of blast effect by air burst in 
HC bombs have been.made by Dr. Christopherson of M.E.S. and by Dr. Wilson 
of OSRD in America. .. The former, in an analysis of the damage -wrought by nine 
air-burst fly-bombs, predicts an optimum height of burst for the ЦООО-lb bomb 
of 30 ft and an enhancement of the area of damage of to 70% against 
blast-susceptible targets. As a result of extensive static trials in America, 
Dr. Tillson predicts an optimum height of burst for the hOOO-lb bomb of 70 ft 
and a 100^ increase in the area of damage. The optimum height is apparently 

not critical, so that heights between 30 ft and 70 ft would be satisfactory.1’

(e) Mine clearance. — On mine clearance, some tests were made by the -

Engineer Board, first with static rounds using the German tellermine model 
and different burst heights and then by actually dropping some bombs with T^0 /
fuzes on them and measuring the effect- I have a brief summary of it here. 
According to the results of the tests, air burst can be used to advantage 
for the clearance of mines that are susceptible to blast effect. Although 

there is no appreciable increase in the area of clearance with air burst, 
it has the following advantages: (a) no cratering; (b) increased reliability 
of clearance particularly with respect to the uniformity of the area cleared 
(the contact burst gave a rather irregular path of clearance whereas the air 
burst always cleared quite a uniform path); (c) disclosure of the mine-field 
pattern owing to the absence of cratering; (d) less variation of performance 
with the depth of mine burial.

(f) Anti-aircraft. — The anti-aircraft application is one that has 

proven most effective. There is no doubt that the air burst is a real tool -
here, whether for ground-to-air or for air-to-air use. Concerning the latter, 
an unofficial report of a study by the AAF Board shows the potential improve
ment of VT fuzes over ordinary fuzes to be about 20 to 1. Although the bomb
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VT fuzes are not at present of optimum design for air-to-air bombing, rocket , 
VT fuzes have been studied extensively and have shown considerable advantage 
over ordinary fuzes.

Estimates were made of the probability of damaging aircraft in the air 
as follows. By bursting shells in the neighborhood of aircraft parked on the 
ground, the probability of damage was determined for all positions of burst. 
Combining these data with data on the probability of bursting fuzes at cer
tain distances from the plane, and assuming certain dispersion and air-to-air 
firing data, estimates of the probability of damage in aerial combat were 
arrived at.

The most reliable estimates of the probability of destroying enemy air
craft using T£ fuzes on hi-in. (М8АЗ) Army rockets show that in firing at a 
twin-engine bomber from 1000 yd astern, each round fired has about one chance 
in ten of damaging the enemy plane sufficiently to prevent it from returning 
to its base if it cannot return on one engine, and about one chance in six
teen if it can return on one engine. Using the same assumed value of rocket 
dispersion, the chance of a direct hit would be about one in a hundred.

(g) Miscellaneous. — The following extracts from the minutes of the 
lith meeting on September 21, I9I4I4, of the Aircraft Anti-Ship Committee contain 
recommendations on the applicability of VT fuzes for attacks against E and R 
boats, merchant ships, and trawlers. The Coastal Command are of the opinion 
that, considering the difficulties of stick bombing by night, the air burst is 
unquestionably the most suitable form of fuzing. A direct hit offers an equal 
chance of sinking, and in the case of a near miss the chance of causing seri
ous damage is very much greater. To substantiate this, Air Vice Marshall 
Ellwood quoted details of a prisoner-of-war report and also results of the 
mistaken attack on H.M.S. Melbreak. .

h. Limitations
Now we come to the limitations of the fuze. There are two things that I 

would really like to see improved in the fuze if we could do it. You noticed 
in the performance figures I quoted that we can.expect, to be conservative, 
80% proper functions, 15 or 16% early functions, and duds. Duds are
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• inexcusable^t a- Ibvel because it is easy to get'-rid of duds in manu

facture у but it is very difficult to' get- rid of early functions. Further
more ) the tail inertia fuze used on bombs carrying VT nose, fuzes will explode 

« . the bomb 1ц case of duds. , .

: ’ A ’■ Conditions producing malfunctions : and methods of minimizing them are
" listed in ТВ 9X’1O6. Idalfunctions-can'arise from (a) faulty•construction of 

' * the fuze, (b)’faulty construction of the vehicle, (c) faulty assembly, (d)

improper _ЬЬтЪг or'rocket • seiebti bn', (e) insufficient -intervalometer spacing, 
(f) rain/: (g)'too high or too-lbw altitude:of release, and’(h) insufficient 

plane speed. ' '

Concerning mutual'interaction of "fuzes, fortunately the property of the 
fuze that requires motion of the reflector permits two neighboring _pr о jec- 

■ ’ tiles to come' relatively close to one another without undue effect, because 
of their low relative velocity. '- Field tbsts have shown that electrical in- 
teraction between fuzes'properly designed'is 1 quite small, and that most of 

the trouble is encountered when* bhe': projectile explodes within the sphere of 
"action of another." This places' certain limitations on the- spacing allowable 
between vehicles. Extensive tests at, Aberdeen..Proving Ground show that the 
number of early, functions for train bombing,, is essentially the same as for 
individual releases if the train spacing is.equal to or greater than £0 ft 

. . for the M81 and 100 ft for the Ебц. Tests of rockets fired in salvo with 
1/10-sec spacing indicated no mutual interaction.

No maximum altitude of-release is- specified for VT fuzes other than the 
T91 and T?2. However, because of decreased vibration and bearing wear, re

leases at lower altitudes may'be expected to yield fewer early functions 
than releases at higher altitudes. The use of an arming delay will reduce 
malfunctions for high-altitude releases 'to some extent-:because of reduction 
in the time during which the fuze falls armed.

To summarize, it has been shown.by means of effect-field tests, that 
VT fuzes now in production are more effective than contact fuzes by a ratio 
ranging from 2-to-H to 20-to-1 in a number, of important applications. The 

VT fuze is a new weapon, and the possibilities of advantageous applications ■ 
have by no means been thoroughly explored.


